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Abstract 
The overall aim of this study was to research how music festivals in Oslo practise strategic 
Internet marketing and how these could improve their marketing throughout strategic Internet 
marketing. The interest of this study evoked since there was a lack in previous research in this 
field. Other issues to explore were marketing particularities and how these could be solved. 
Two music festivals in the city centre of Oslo were interviewed. The study was based on 
Chaffey and Smith’s (2008) SOSTAC planning framework, together with previous research 
findings in the field of strategic Internet marketing. The result showed a primarily use of 
informal goals, together with actions and evaluation based on gut feelings. Focus was placed 
on creating additional value and thus loyalty. Most applied marketing were connected to Web 
2.0 techniques. The study found several shortcomings concerning the practise of strategic 
Internet marketing. Suggested improvements included use of online measurement systems and 
a strategic approach towards objectives and evaluation. The study found two distinct 
characteristics including the importance of visitor activity and loyalty. Web 2.0 techniques, 
the website and co-branding activities were concluded to be the most effective types Internet 
marketing. These together with an enhanced use of Web 2.0 techniques were also concluded 
to be the solution to marketing peculiarities. 
 
Keywords: Internet marketing, loyalty, music festivals, strategic marketing, Web 2.0 
techniques. 
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Strategic Internet marketing for music festivals in Oslo 

Background 
Music festivals are all about experiences, but how about the usage and performance when it 
comes to festivals online channels. This study focuses on the use of strategic Internet 
marketing for music festivals in the city centre of Oslo, Norway. Oslo offers a large market 
and base for music festivals studies. There are many central festivals and the competition is 
fierce. As the Internet now days is an important and obvious place to appear on, it's  
interesting to study how music festivals, who primarily offers an offline experience, engage in 
Internet marketing. This study is driven by the author's willingness to explore music festivals 
Internet marketing since no previous research specially applied to Internet marketing and 
music festivals has been done. Previous Internet marketing research shows that organisations 
who don’t perform strategic marketing risks to respond to distorted market signals, and thus 
less effective marketing (Porter, 2001). Other studies performed by Brooksbank and Taylor 
(2007) have managed to prove a correlation between strategic marketing and successful 
organisations. Other drivers are previous research findings, which show that Internet 
marketing is almost regarded as an independent and experimental-like marketing function for 
the corporate marketing function (Chaffey et al., 2009). The availability of marketing studies 
in relation to the lack of studies in Internet marketing for organisations like music festivals 
makes this study particularly interesting and valuable. Previous research on Internet 
marketing focus primarily on e-commerce, but Internet can be used for much more than sell. 
This justifies a research about music festivals opportunities to practise strategic Internet 
marketing to develop marketing on the Internet in accordance with these organizations 
purpose. This study will through a qualitative case study, by use of interviews, study the use 
of strategic Internet marketing of two of the biggest music festivals in Oslo. Previous research 
has studied the development of strategies, strategic Internet marketing and Internet marketing 
tools impact and effect on organisations' performance and visitor behaviours. This study will 
use previous research and interviews to examine how music festivals work with its Internet 
marketing. The results will be analysed based on previous research and participants’ opinions 
according to best practise. This will then form the basis for conclusions about how music 
festivals can improve their marketing throughout strategic Internet marketing. 
	  

Purpose 
The purpose is to research how music festivals in Oslo practise strategic Internet marketing 
and how these can improve their marketing in a number of ways throughout strategic Internet 
marketing. 
 
Therefore, the main four questions that the study attempts to answer are: 

Research questions 
1. What are the shortcomings concerning strategic Internet marketing for the music 

festivals? 
 

2. How can the music festivals improve their marketing throughout strategic Internet 
marketing? 

 
3. What are the most effective types of Internet marketing for the music festivals? 
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4. What types of marketing particularities exists with the music festivals and how can 
these be solved by use of strategic Internet marketing? 

 

Central definitions 

Strategic marketing 
Babbis et al. (2008) describes strategic marketing as a process containing four key stages; 
performing strategic situation analysis, development of marketing objectives, marketing 
strategy formulation and control. Trim and Lee (2008) defines strategic marketing is a broad, 
flexible and adaptable concept that demands marketing managers to ensure development of a 
sustainable competitive advantage and apply a structured approach towards planning and 
strategy formulation. Brooksbank et al. (2011) like to define strategic marketing as a constant, 
broad organisational and customer focused planning approach that enables organisational to 
perform optimal responses to fast changes in its business environment. Hooley et al. (2008) 
claims that today's marketing has evolved to be an important and essential strategic level of 
organisations' activities as it relates to decisions about which markets to target, how best to 
use resources and capabilities to create superior customer value and how to position the 
organisation to create a competitive advantage that last over long time. 
 

Internet marketing strategy 
Bourgeois III and Pugh (2011) states that strategy basically refers to making the most of the 
current situation and planning for a better position in the future by use of strategic tools and 
environment control, and thereby ensuring a superior performance. They refer it as to 
learning, discovering and inventing (Bourgeois III & Pugh, 2011). 
 
Chaffey et al. (2009, p. 9) describe Internet marketing as “the application of the Internet and 
related digital technologies on conjunction with traditional communications to achieve 
marketing objectives”. Chaffey et al. (2009, p. 9) also tries to make a simple definition of 
Internet marketing by defining it as “achieving marketing objectives through applying digital 
technologies”. Digital technologies include Internet channels and tools such as websites, e-
mails and social media. Internet marketing combines use of websites and online promotional 
techniques such as search engines marketing (SEM), interactive advertising, e-mail marketing 
and partnerships deals to support the objectives of acquiring new customers and providing 
services to existing customers to develop and improve customer relationships. However, 
Internet marketing still need to combine its techniques with traditional media techniques such 
as print and TV to be successful as part of multichannel marketing communications (Chaffey 
et al., 2009).  
 
Chaffey et al. (2009, p. 201) describe an Internet marketing strategy as “a channel marketing 
strategy which defines how a company should set channel specific objectives and develop a 
differential channel-proposition and channel-communications consistent with the 
characteristics of the channel and consumer usage it”. An Internet marketing strategy can 
complementary be defined as the definition of the approach by which Internet marketing will 
support marketing and business objectives (Chaffey et al., 2009). 
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Theoretical framework 

Framework 
The SOSTAC planning framework, developed by Chaffey and Smith (2008), is used to 
structure this thesis. SOSTAC is a framework applied to digital Internet marketing strategy 
development and it will help to embrace previous findings in the field of strategic Internet 
marketing, develop strategic Internet marketing suggestions for improvements and 
communicate these to music festivals. SOSTAC is the structure for the theoretical framework, 
the interview guide (see appendix 1) and the result part. 
SOSTAC offers a logical sequence to follow and to ensure inclusion of all key activities of 
Internet strategy development and implementation. SOSTAC includes six stages with 
proposed elements and methods to use in accordance to Internet strategy development. The 
six stages are: Situation analysis, Objectives, Strategy, Tactics, Action and Control. The first 
letter in each variable forms the name SOSTAC. These stages are not discrete but rather 
overlapping (Figure 1). SOSTAC is suitable for this study because it provides a generic 
framework for strategic Internet marketing based upon many theoretical researchers previous 
findings and models. An advantage with SOSTAC is that it offers small- and medium- sized 
organisations, such as music festivals, a flexible and adaptable framework to employ the right 
combination and relevancy in content and structure for strategic Internet marketing 
development (Chaffey et al., 2009).  
The applied framework for this study have been modified and reduced. This since the fifth 
stage in the framework, Action, perceives to be less relevant to this study. It refers to elements 
such as organisational responsibilities and structure, in another word “who does what and 
when?”, which is thought to be a more practical organisational question.    
 

 
Figure 1. The SOSTAC planning framework (Chaffey & Smith, 2008). 
 
 

Situation analysis  
Situation analysis addresses the question “where are we now?” as an organisation and could 
be defined as the collection and review of an organisations internal and external environment 
with purpose to inform the organisations strategic Internet marketing. Elements and activities 
within situation analysis propose a research of e.g. customer insights, the online marketplace 
and the brand perception by performing for example customer, competitor and market 
research (Chaffey et al., 2009; Brooksbank & Taylor, 2007).  
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Customer analysis 
Internet makes it easier to track online visitors, their history and preferences compared to the 
traditional business setting, since visitors’ behaviours can be documented click by click. 
Internet offers organisations, through the availability of collecting rich visitor data, 
opportunities and methods to learn more about its visitors in depth. This since, information 
provided by online customer research can be used to guide organisations’ decisions about 
strategy, marketing and its online design, but also to understand current fads and drivers of 
business success (Reichheld & Schefter, 2000).  
Brooksbank and Taylor (2007) have studied the relation between successful organisations and 
applied strategic marketing including market research, situation analysis, strategy and 
evaluation. Their study showed that organisations that developed a strategic marketing 
approach towards an enhanced use of online market research and used several types of 
research methods were more successful. Less successful organisations have a tendency of 
performing less research both online and offline, and rely on observations and conversations 
on its own social network sites. The whole process of undertaking a situation analysis and 
customer research were perceived as a more simplistic level of organisation activity by less 
successful organisations.  
 

Web analytics 
Web analytics (WAs) can be defined as “a process through which statistics about website use 
is gathered and compiled electronically” (Marek, 2011, pp. 5). WAs can be classified into 
either Web log file data analysis or Page tagging (see appendix 2). The classification regards 
to how data is collected (Nakatani & Chuang, 2011; Marek, 2011; Simmons, 2007; Wilson, 
2010). WAs enables organisations to perform online customer research, since it collects 
visitor data, providing organisations with valuable customer insights such as whom the 
visitors are, where they come from and how they use the organisations’ online media channels 
(Marek, 2011; Nakatani & Chuang, 2011; Plaza, 2011). Customer insights involve knowledge 
about customers’ need, characteristics, preferences and behaviours (Chaffey et al., 2009). 
WAs is therefore a tool that can help organisations to understand its customers online 
behaviours, design actions significant to them and foster behaviours favourable to the 
organisation, and thereby help them achieve their goals. It offers a foundation of basic 
statistics for organisations to make appropriate and competitive decisions about its online 
channels, whereby actions can be made to improve online design, content and communication 
(Marek, 2011; Nakatani & Chuang, 2011; Plaza, 2010). The functionality of WAs encourages 
observation of trends over time (approximately six months), patterns of usage (seasonal points 
and dips) and market insights (gained from advanced tools such as visitor segmentation) 
(Marek, 2011). 
 

Online surveys 
Online surveys provide companies with the opportunity to better understand online customers 
(Lin et al., 2004). They are an essential part of a marketer’s evaluation toolkit since they can 
be used to collect subject’s opinions, demographics, preferences, contact information and 
buying habits (Brown-Welty & Greenlaw, 2009; Galitzine, 2008; Lin et al, 2004). Benefits of 
using online surveys when performing customer research are faster response rates, lower 
costs, larger sample sizes and less data processing (Pan, 2010). Online surveys compared to 
offline surveys are more interactive and easy to track precisely (Pan, 2010). A single type of 
survey, either an online or offline can serve to provide an organisation with plenty and 
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sufficient data in some situations. But, use of only one method may not be the best approach. 
Instead, a combination of different kinds of surveys, called a mixed-mode survey 
administration is considered to be a more sufficient. A mixed-mode helps to compensate for 
each methods weakness and results in a higher valid data analysis (Brown-Welty & Greenlaw, 
2009). Multiple methods research such as the mixed-mode can be defined as a method where 
data is collected from more than one source and more than one type of analysis have been 
employed (Davis et al., 2011).  
 

Important with a combination of methods and human engagement 
WAs provides an organisation with raw data. It tells “what’s happening on the site”. For 
organisations to understand “why” and “how” this is happening, organisations also need to 
combine quantitative data (gathered by WAs) with qualitative data. The later can be reached 
by asking for user’s feedback using methods such as online surveys, feedback requests and 
focus groups. Answers to questions asked will put the analytics into a context. Data from 
WAs, as well as concerning surveys, should therefore always be combined with other types of 
data (Brown-Welty & Greenlaw, 2009; Kaushik, 2010; Marek, 2011).  WAs quantifies how 
well the organisations online channels are doing, but it takes human involvement to analyse 
the information and to make the right decisions about changes and improvements. It’s also 
important that employees involved and affected by the WA tools are dedicated and fully 
informed about the use of the tools and its purpose, so that the favourable characteristics and 
features of the tools can be included in the work (Marek, 2011; Olge, 2010; Peterson, 2009). 
An informed work force reduces the risk for occasional work with the tools and thereby 
wastes of actionable insights (Ogle, 2010). Studies performed by Brooksbank and Taylor 
(2007) shows that companies who are successful in market research are those who make use 
of its staff from across all the functional areas of the business. 
	  

Benchmarking 
WAs can be used to perform research about competitors online performance. This is made 
possible since companies using the same WAs shares each other’s data since its stored and 
made available for those who approved to share it. These functionalities are opt-in/opt-out 
features, which means that companies can choose if they want to join the feature or not. Use 
of this feature enables metrics to be put into a wider perspective and organisations to compare 
each other’s online performance. Production of a benchmarking report once a quarter or once 
a year can provide organisations with valuable comparison data (Marek, 2011). 
 
 

Objectives 
Objectives (O) frames the question “what do we want to achieve by use of our Internet 
marketing?”. This phase refers to creation of specific-channel objectives for the organisations 
online channels such as projecting increased interaction or brand awareness in alliance with 
the organisations communication objectives (Chaffey et al., 2009).  
 

Strategic objectives 
Internet marketing should like all kind of marketing be based on clear objectives. But, 
Chaffey et al. (2009) claims that organisations that engage in Internet marketing often 
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separate its corporate goals to its Internet marketing objectives. Porter (2001) states that many 
organisations respond to distorted market signals which are not economical sustainable and 
could be seen as experimentations as a result of unclear online marketing objectives. 
Reichheld and Schefter (2000) claims that organisations who don’t define clear objectives and 
measure their process exposes themselves to the risk of a weak acquisition and retention 
performance as their organisational focus and efforts are performed in less preferred and 
productive business areas.  
 
Chaffey et al. (2009) recommends organisations to consider the benefits of the Internet before 
setting up specific objectives for their online channels so that they could convert the benefits 
of the Internet channel into suitable objectives. One way to do so is to review the benefits of 
the Internet channel in Chaffey et al. (2009) 5Ss framework. The framework consists of five 
benefits offered by the Internet including; Sell, Serve, Speak, Save and Sizzle. These five 
broad online marketing benefits forms a framework which could help organisations to create 
typical Internet marketing objectives suitable with the Internet marketing channel, and how 
these could be delivered. The benefit of the Internet which is called Serve includes adding 
value to customers by providing them extra benefits online by for instance providing them 
with information or establishment of an online dialogue. Typical objectives for an 
organisation if they would like to use their online channels to Serve could be; increase the 
interaction on the site or increase the stickiness (duration time) on the site by X percentage or 
increasing the numbers of customers frequently using the online services in a certain period 
and percentage. Speak, includes the benefit of Internet for organisations to get closer to its 
customers by tracking them, conducting online surveys and creating dialogues to learn more 
about the visitors. Typical objectives for Speak are growing e-mail coverage of an 
organisations customer database or increasing visitors to community site by a certain amount 
and period. Sizzle, means extending the organisations brand and reinforcing the brand values 
online. The web is a very good medium to create brand and product awareness, knowledge 
and involvement. Typical objectives for Sizzle are improving the organisations brand metrics 
such as brand awareness, reach and favourability. Created objectives should be SMART, 
meaning that they should be specific, measurable, actionable, relevant and time-related. 
SMART objectives help organisations to create objectives with a clear target and progresses 
towards it. Typical SMART objectives for organisations online channels include customer 
acquisition, conversion and retention (Chaffey et al., 2009).  
 
 

Strategy 
Strategy address the question “how do we get there?”, how do we reach our objectives? This 
phase helps an organisation to achieve its objectives by containing elements, activities and 
decisions about such as segmentation, targeting, positioning, branding, creation of an online 
value proposition (OVP) and online design (Chaffey et al., 2009).  
 

Segmentation by use of WAs 
To obtain actionable insights on online collected data does it have to be segmented in micro-
segments including various sources, behaviours and outcomes (Kaushik 2010). Organisations 
can therefore increase their understanding of its online visitors by applying an Internet 
marketing segmentation approach. There are various online methods available to segment 
online visitors, and one popular method is the use of WAs (Simmons, 2007). A subset 
technique to WAs, referred to as Click analytics can be used to reveal visitors clicks on a 
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webpage (Chaffey et al., 2009; Farney, 2010; Marek, 2011). Besides visually reporting 
visitors’ clickstream, can WAs and Click analytics also be applied to help organisations to 
segment its visitors. WA segmentation features breaks down collected data on website visitors 
clicks into specific data sets representing more defined user groups (Farney, 2010; Kaushik 
2010; Marek, 2011). User data can then be segmented into special groups of visitors 
containing similar characteristics and requirements (Farney, 2010; Simmons, 2007). All 
analytic systems have a capability for segmentation. Some tools provide multiple default 
segments as well as customable segments. Custom segments can be applied to further filter or 
create profiles to help understand users’ site visitor behaviour. Micro-segments will lead to an 
increased focus on specific groups, and it will also result in a better understanding of website 
visitors and thereby create opportunities for actionable insights (Chaffey et al.¸ 2009; Farney, 
2010; Kaushik 2010; Marek, 2011). WAs technically uses dimensions to segment online 
visitors. A dimension describes an attribute of a visitor. Examples of attributes that forms 
dimensions include; sources were visitors came from such as a referring URL, campaign or 
country; technical information such as browser used or if a visitor used a mobile to enter a 
site; performed activity of a visitor such as videos played or products/services purchased; and 
visitor information such date of visit, last visit, numbers of visit made or/and pages reviewed. 
The dimensions are then used as data-buckets whereby organisations can use them to group 
its collected data. A WA segment contains of a group of rows from one or more web analytic 
dimensions. To generate valuable customer insights from collected data such as number of 
visits, the best way is to segment the data using one or more dimensions such as visits from: 
USA and UK as a percentage of all visits (Kaushik 2010).  
 

Positioning & Online Value Proposition 
A value proposition can be defined as the values an organisation deliver to its customers in 
order to satisfy the customer’s needs (Anderson et al., 2006). A value proposition should be 
described in the perspective of a customer, bring a solution to it and add value to the customer 
(Chesbrough & Rosenbloom, 2002). The value proposition should provide target groups with 
clear and consistent benefits that help to solve their problems by being distinctive such as 
superior to competitors, measurable such as being based on tangible points of difference and 
sustainable meaning that it should be valid for a certain time period (Anderson et al., 2006). 
For that reason, value proposition is not about an organisations features or offerings, but about 
the customer’s experience in terms of their needs and wants (Lindič & Marques da Siva, 
2011). Research has shown that it’s difficult to create a value proposition that matches with 
the customer’s needs and that marketers often equate their list of benefits to their value 
propositions without taking the customers and competitors in concern. This can result in 
offerings without any real benefit for the customer or without any differential factor according 
to competitor’s offerings (Anderson et al., 2006). 
 
The purpose of positioning an organisations brand or product/service is to develop an 
advantage different from competitors in the mind of the customers. The Internet offer 
organisations different options for positioning and differentiation of products and services, 
such as adding value to the brand or product by offering different services or experiences 
instead of focus on online sales. An organisations positioning and differentiation in the e-
marketing context can be clarified and communicated by creation of an online value 
proposition (OVP) (Chaffey et al., 2009). An OVP can be defined as: “a statement of the 
benefits of online services reinforces the core proposition and differentiates from an 
organisation’s offline offering and those of competitors” (Chaffey et al., 2009, p. 246). 
Development of an OVP can provide an organisation with credibility to its content and 
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services and also help an organisation to create a customer-centric website (a website based 
on the needs and wants of the customers of a target group) (Chaffey et al., 2009).  
Johnson and Weinstein (2004) claims that an OVP should be specially developed for different 
customer segments and that it should not be limited to the customers experience on the 
website but also linked together with the other marketing channels as a part of the multi-
channel strategy and buying process. It has to be clear, concise and consistent over time. The 
OVP will not be recognised and linked to the organisation if the customer not found it 
memorable. So the OVP has to be explained throughout the core elements, which are service, 
quality, image and price. A success is more likely if the OVP is memorable. Factors 
impacting on purchase and loyalty are also important in the development and should be 
defined upon the experience by the customers (Johnson & Weinstein, 2004). An OVP 
provides the organisation and its staff with a focus in its marketing efforts and to develop a 
clear understanding of the purpose of the site. A clear and concise OVP can have a positive 
effect on PR resulting in possible word-of-mouth recommendations (Chaffey et al., 2009). 
 

Internet branding 
A brand is a name, term, sign, symbol or design, or a combination of these, that serves the 
purpose of evoking a certain personality, presence and performance of products or services in 
the mind of the customers (Aaker, 1991; De Pelsmacker et al., 2010). A brand should be 
differentiated from competitors and it could be brought by one or a group of sellers (De 
Pelsmacker et al., 2010). Brand helps an organisation to create unique identity and the brand 
represents the value proposition of the business strategy, which make it strategically important 
to create, redefine and leverage the brands assets (Aaker & McLoughlin, 2010; Ibeh et al. 
2005). Successful Internet branding can be achieved by targeting customer with a unique 
message, functionality and content (Ibeh et al., 2005). A brand can be a substitute for 
information, helping customers to simplify their search process and decision making in what 
to buy (Simmons, 2007). Ibeh et al. (2005, p. 357) describe branding as “the process of 
creating value through the provision of a compelling and consistent offer and customer 
experience that will satisfy customers and keep the coming back”. As branding enable 
organisations to start building relations with the customers, this also enhances the chance to 
repeat business (Ibeh et al., 2005).  
The Internet have had a dramatic change on organisations and provided customers with a lot 
of power. The marketplace is crowded and the businesses have to serve the customers with 
real-time interactions (Simmons, 2007). To enhance organisations chances to achieving 
successful Internet brands have Simmons (2007) summarized a number of strategies that 
organisations should try to embrace. These include: 

• Submitting to a systematic process of understanding, attracting, engaging, retaining 
and learning about target customers. 

• Not only focusing on creating awareness but also on building trust and relations with 
the customers by targeting customers with unique messages, functionality, content and 
personalisation techniques . 

• Adopting a unique positioning concept and communication programmes to deliver 
quality products/service experience. 

• Focus on deliver what the organisation has promised. 
 

Online design & Website interactivity 
When website visitors enter an organisations website they often do so with the intention to 
find either information or manage a transaction (Simmons, 2007). If the purpose of a website 
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is to market products/services and creating positive Internet branding should the websites 
design allow such kind of activities in a straightforward approach. A common problem for 
online customers is to find required information. The bigger the difficulties are, the bigger the 
risk is that they develop negative brand perceptions (England & Taylor, 2006). To find out 
what is the key to success in navigation and design, Simmons (2007) advises organisations to 
utilise the experience and knowledge of marketing staff within the organisation to address the 
needs and demands of target customers by either asking them or analyse the site traffic. 
Simmons (2007) also point out graphics to be a key concern of the content. Graphics can 
affect the brand perception and customer’s behaviour in a positive way for both the customer 
and the organisation, and research has shown that graphics and multimedia can improve the 
discovery process.       
 
The Internet must provide customers with experiences and it should be a place where stories 
are told and dialogues are interactive. This means that the Internet must be able to offer 
customers more than just information (Simmons, 2007). Key factors for engaging visitors 
once they are at the website are working with navigational design and systems, which serve to 
navigating visitors to interactive features (Marcolin et al., 2005). Tools available for creating 
enhanced website interactivity includes online communities, RSS Feeds and blogs. Online 
interactivity increases the possibility towards higher customer attention and stronger brand 
customer relationships, which will affect the customers satisfaction level (Simmons, 2007).  
 

Customer loyalty 
Reichheld and Schefter (2000) define loyalty as earning the trust of the right customers, for 
whom a company can deliver a consistently superior experience. Customer retention is vital to 
an organisations’ online success and online loyalty is an economic necessity for all companies 
online. This since acquiring customers on the Internet is enormously expensive and without 
customer’s loyalty long-term profits will remain elusive. Loyalty is also a competitive 
necessity, making it important for companies to understand how to harness the potential of the 
Web to create value for the right customers. Even the best designed online company will 
collapse without customer loyalty. Executives need to gain the loyalty of the most profitable 
existing customers and acquire the right new customers, or else they will end up catering on 
the target group of the most price sensitive customers (Reichheld & Schefter, 2000). 
 
For companies to gain loyalty they first have to gain the customers trust. Customers can’t see 
and touch products, meaning that they have to rely on and create an imagine picture of the 
offerings and promises in their own mind. When customers trust a company they also are 
more open to share of personal information with companies, providing companies with a 
chance to form a more intimate relationship. Products and services can then be made more 
tailored to individual preferences, which also increases customers’ trust and strengthen their 
loyalty. This can provide companies with a sustainable competitive advantage over other 
competitors. To generate customer loyalty there is a need for online focus. A website is 
accessible to everyone, but there is still a need for target focus. Nevertheless, many executives 
see a chance to attract everyone. A lack of website focus results in difficulties of developing 
online loyalty (Reichheld & Schefter, 2000).  
 
Reichheld and Schefter (2000) states that customers wants websites that are simply designed, 
fast to load, and easy to use. Focusing on developing a broad customer loyalty increases the 
risk of a complex site, resulting in enormous amount of website efforts and a slow website 
which is not easy to use. Reichheld and Schefter (2000) research also show that loyal-oriented 
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customers find preferred websites mostly through referrals. In contrast, price sensitive and 
bargain hunters are more attracted by promotional efforts, general advertising and untargeted 
banner ads. If companies are spending a lot of efforts into banner ads, is it most likely that 
they are building long-term losses into its customer base. Simmons (2007) also points out that 
product selection and price drive brand loyalty to a lower degree in comparison to a positive 
customer experience. He also claims that relationship benefits are less easy to replicate and 
that they affect the customers purchase decisions and word-to-mouth in a more effective way 
compared to functional benefits such as product features and quality. 
 
 

Tactics 
Tactics involves “how exactly do we get there?”, what should an organisation do to be able to 
reach its objectives? This stage and phase helps an organisation to define its usage of tactical 
digital communication tools (Chaffey et al., 2009).  
 

Company websites 
The website serves as a promotional tool on its own and it serves as a communicator of the 
company’s online value proposition (Simmons, 2007). A website can be developed in 
different forms each having different objectives and being appropriate for different markets 
(Chaffey et al., 2009). The five main types of websites according to Chaffey et al. (2009) are; 
(a) Transactional e-commerce sites; (b) Service-oriented relationship-building websites; (c) 
Brand-building sites; (d) Portal or media sites and (c) Social network or community sites. 
There are no clear-cuts between these kinds of websites and some websites have all kind of 
functions on their websites making it a mix of some or all of these website types. Both 
service-oriented relationship-building websites and brand-building sites focus mainly on 
providing information about the brand and supporting the brand by creating an online 
experience for the visitor. Social network or community sites can be integrated into a single 
website, and do not only have to be a third-party site on its own. These focus on enabling 
interactions between consumers with typical interactions such as posted comments, replies to 
comments, messages, ratings and tagging’s (Chaffey et al., 2009). 
 

Search engine optimisation & Paid search marketing – search engine marketing 
techniques 

Search engine marketing (SEM) involves two types of techniques; paid search marketing and 
search engine optimization (SEO). Two of the most common paid search marketing 
techniques are paid placements or sponsored links using pay-per-click, and placements in the 
natural result search field. These involve placing ads and messages on search engines to 
encourage click-through to websites when users search for a special keyword (De Pelsmacker 
et al., 2010; Chaffey et al., 2009). It is important for companies to be easily detected 
whenever customers seek for a product and service in the range of a company’s offerings, and 
SEM consists of techniques which are vital for a company’s availability to generate visitors to 
their websites. Sponsored links ensure higher impact and lower waste for advertisers seeking 
to target a specific target group. Sponsored links utilizes the benefits of Internet by being a 
pull technique that offers potential customer to seek contact with the advertised company. 
Keyword buying has been conducted to perform better and cause less irritation in comparison 
to banners (De Pelsmacker et al., 2010). 
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SEO is used to increase the position of a company or its products in search engines natural 
listings for selected keywords or phrases. SEO is an often outsourced process to external 
agencies and there are no media costs for ad displays or click-trough’s generated by use of 
SEO. Agencies working with SEO are instead charging companies with a fixed cost for the 
optimisation process, resulting in no unknown costs for companies applying the technique. 
SEO has the benefits of being a highly targeted technique to targeting customers searching for 
particular products or services. Many qualified visitors can therefore be targeted by using 
SEO. Measures of website traffic have proved that higher ranked websites in search engines 
receives more visitors. Research has also shown that search engines are a preferred 
information source when it comes to considering products or services (Chaffey et al., 2009).  
 

Web 2.0 techniques – online public relations     
Chaffey et al. (2009) points out that online PR leverages the network effect of the Internet. 
This since, the Internet is built upon interconnected networks and online PR is a powerful 
media channel for managing a organisations reputation, forming visitor’s opinions and driving 
visitor traffic to the website. Benefits of using online PR is the way it can be used to increase 
positive mentions of a organisations brand, products/services or website on third parties 
websites such as social networks, favourable and likely to be visited by organisations target 
group. There are many types of online PR techniques and activities such as communicating 
with media and journalists online, creating and managing Web 2.0 content, managing brand 
presence on third parties websites and creating an online buzz (online viral marketing). 
Communication with media and journalist online consist essentially of providing media and 
journalist with material through e-mail and on-site information. Options available for 
organisations include e-mail alerts about news, which journalists and third parties can submit 
to, or offering news and information by use of online news feeds. Many journalists rely on 
blogs and news feeds for finding material (Chaffey et al., 2009).  
 
Blogs, feeds and communities are specialist online PR techniques which often are collectively 
referred to as Web 2.0 techniques. These have revolutionised the interaction between 
organisations and visitors in that sense that previously passive customers now days can 
contribute in the creation of published online content (Chaffey et al., 2009). 
 
Web logs, also referred to as blogs are techniques which best can be described as online 
journals or online news listings. Blogs often combines text, images and links to other online 
sources related to an organisations sphere. Blogs offers organisations an unmanaged space for 
attitude expression, which is not controlled by gatekeepers (Stanyer, 2006). The blogs are 
relative inexpensive and easy to use, set up and maintain. They can be used to collect insights 
and opinions and thereby reinforce organisational objectives. Blogs often appeals to 
customers who may not fully trust corporate pronouncements or traditional mainstream 
media. Blogs can be used to instantaneously share information about a brand or product and 
also to increase creativity and visitor interactions. Blogs can include links to other sites and 
blogs, providing prospects and customers with quick and easy information (Dearstyne, 2005). 
Micro blogs allows companies to produce a more direct and flexible form of customer 
communication (Cheng et al., 2011). Micro blogs are shorter blogs restricted to 140 
characters per message, which helps to create a shorter, sharper and a more “to the point” 
customer message (Chien-Lung et al., 2010). Micro blogs have provided companies with a 
marketing communication tool that isn’t annoying. This since, those receiving blog posts are 
voluntarily receiving the messages and are not forced into the communication, but instead can 
be seen as friends of the company. Micro blogs can be a platform for building customer 
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relationships, if they perceive the channel and the messages as interesting and useful to 
receive (Chien-Lung et al., 2010). 
 
RSS feeds stands for “really simple syndication” and it’s a free Internet service which 
provides visitors with an opportunity to select exactly what they want to read and also have it 
sent to them. Visitors subscribe to RSS feeds by clicking on a RSS feed button that are placed 
on the website and every time a content is added to that website, customers receive a note of 
this. They can then browse the information at their time of space (Simmons, 2007). 
 
Communities often generally referred to as Social networks can be used to assess current 
trends, observe behaviours and assess opinions important to a company’s marketing. This 
since them often assists with customer’s recommendations and feedback about products and 
web content. Assessments can be done by either explicit requests or by observing discussions. 
Observing discussions also called buzz research can be to great value for organisations since 
it provides them with customer feedback on another basis compared to market research, 
which many times are slower and more cost ineffective (Chaffey et al., 2009; Simmons, 
2007). Social networking tools combined with a purposeful strategy can enhance a company’s 
reputation, increase brand recognition and create stronger customer relationships. Successful 
actors on social network sites are those who are prepared, present, responsive and agile. 
Interacting with visitors using social networks includes more than knowledge on how to build 
a business page on a specific social network page. Success is dependent on a social approach 
to business in sales, service, marketing communications and support (Morgan & Wasilewski, 
2011). Morgan and Wasilewski (2011) argues that being social isn’t just about being outgoing 
or having a social network site, since it’s about using social tools to empower as many 
employees in the own organization to actively engage in developing an updated approach to 
business, whether it regards sales, service, marketing communications or customer support. 
They furthermore claim that managers who tries to control and exclude others from 
participating in a company’s social networks, threatens the implications and the value of 
having a social network page. Organisations should not perceive social networking as another 
functional area, such as accounting, but rather as a more widespread and effective tool when 
as many individuals in the company as possible are empowered and active. Social networking 
just like customer interactions cuts across disciplines, making it important to include as many 
as possible in the social network interactions to create the personality of the company’s online 
and social network presence (Morgan & Wasilewski, 2011). 
   

Co-branding and Contra-deals – online partnership techniques 
Online co-branding and contra-deals involves partnerships with third-party websites to create 
and managing long-term arrangements to promote the company and its products and services. 
Co-branding is an online partnership technique, which is closely related to online 
sponsorships, which on another hand compared to advertisements are often perceived by 
consumers as more trustworthy, credible and less obtrusive, resulting in greater chances for 
purchases and more positively brand experiences (Chaffey et al., 2009; De Pelsmacker et al., 
2010). Co-branding is an arrangement between two or more companies to mutually display 
each other’s brands on each company site using brand logos, e-mail marketing or banner 
advertisements. Co-branding, also referred as contra-deals, can be a cost-effective form of 
online marketing for those companies that have a restricted or smaller budget. Contra-deals 
seek to create an association between brands and to exploit synergies in marketing 
investments. The brands should be complementary and not competitive to each other. The aim 
is that the brands are positively strengthened if they are perceived as matching. Co-branding is 
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often a reciprocal arrangement without any financial exchange, while contra-deals never 
involve payment between two brands. Contra-deals are instead always made upon a marketing 
exchange (Chaffey et al., 2009).  
 

Banners, skyscrapers, context targeting   – online advertising techniques 
Online advertisement also referred to as interactive display advertising involves several types 
of online advertisements (ads) such as banners and rich media ads to achieve brand 
awareness, familiarity, favourability, website traffic and purchase intent (Chaffey et al., 
2009). Online advertisement is generally known as paid commercial messages in standard 
formats placed on specific rented spaces on other companies’ websites (De Pelsmacker et al., 
2010). The probably most well-known online advertisements are banners advertisements. 
These are graphic images (animated gifs or Java applications) used as advertisements on 
websites. Others are buttons (small ads) and skyscrapers (thin formats on the sides of a 
website), pop-ups (single appearing advertisements in a single window frame on the screen) 
and interstitials (temporarily appearing pop-up banners) (De Pelsmacker et al., 2010).  
Dreze and Hussherr (2003) claims that online users often tries to avoid looking at 
advertisements (ads) while they are online, but in the same time do perceive ads in their 
peripheral vision. Janiszewski (1998) claims that the peripheral vision allows site visitors to 
recognise online ads that are not in their eye focus. The effectiveness of an ad and whether a 
visitor will click-through depends on visitors web user motives. The primary factor deciding 
whether a visitor will click on an ad are based on the nature of the audience and their interest 
in the product category (Briggs & Hollis, 1997). Raman and Leckenby (1998) argues that ads 
that fit in with the user web motives might be more effective to click-throughs. Online ads are 
most effective when they are well-targeted. Context/content targeting involves targeting 
special contents and contexts more attractive for an organisations target audience (De 
Pelsmacker et al., 2010). Even if banners have been criticised for been irritating and studies 
have shown that repetition reduces click-throughs, have banners been conducted to build 
brands (De Pelsmacker et al., 2010; Dreze & Hussherr, 2003; Broussard, 2000). Organisations 
who manage to targeting its online ads well and placing ads on relevant sites score higher on 
click-through rates (CTR). Those visiting a special site with a product or service of interest 
are more likely to respond to a banner ad and achieve a click-through (Briggs & Hollis, 1997; 
Chatterjee et al., 2003). Baltas (2003) claims that bigger ads are more effective when it comes 
to create attention and trigger click-through responses. In contrast, Dreze and Hussherr (2003) 
argues that the size of banners don’t matter, this since they have performed studies showing 
that smaller ads trigger responses just as good as bigger ones. Banners including stimuli such 
as gift, rebate, “free” offers or price have no effect on CTR. “Price banners” actually reduces 
the effect of CTR (Chandon et al., 2003). Banners including animation have a positive effect 
on aided brand recall, but arty banners in general have only a little effect on CTR (Dreze & 
Hussherr, 2003). Robinson et al. (2007) claims that the design elements of an effective banner 
include: a larger size, long message, lack of promotional stimuli and the presence of 
information about the advertising company. Banner characteristics suggested to be ineffective 
are stereotypical action phrases and the company brand/logo.   
 
De Pelsmacker et al. (2010) argue that Pop-ups and skyscrapers are more effective on 
generating CTR and that larger ads are more effective than small ones. This since they 
accommodates more interactivity and provides more technology flexibility. Skyscrapers are 
effective in creating brand awareness and message association. Rich media ads have better 
stopping power, are more memorable and effective in creating brand awareness, association 
and brand preference in comparison to regular banner ads. The level of effectiveness strongly 
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correlates with perceived level of annoyance. Although bigger ads communicate better, do 
they irritate many users, due to for example slower page viewings which can result in 
negative ad perception and consequences as negative brand perception (De Pelsmacker et al., 
2010). Broussard (2000) have divided online advertisement into two approaches concerning 
scheduling and effectiveness which he referred to as direct response (DR) orientated and 
brand building. He claims that it’s important to consider before planning and execute 
advertisement if an ad aims to trigger a direct response or build a brand. His findings are that 
DR orientated ads require a lower level of advertising frequency in comparison to brand 
building ads, resulting in greater need for increased ad frequency when scheduling brand 
building ads.    
 

Quick response codes - Mobile marketing techniques 
Quick Response codes (QR codes) also referred to as QR or 2D codes are two-dimensional 
barcodes that can be read by smartphones with a camera-scanning capability and a 
downloaded reader program (Massis, 2011; Green & Robertson, 2012). QR codes are made 
up of blocks of black and white pixels in such a way that a mobile phone’s camera can 
recognize them, align them, and pull data from the scanned squared-code (Jackson, 2011).  
Scanned QR codes will often reveal a link that redirects the user to a website or any other type 
of marketing channel or content, serving the purpose of providing the user with additional 
information on a company’s products or services and to integrate its online and offline 
marketing channels (Massis, 2011). QR codes can be placed in ads, magazines, on websites, 
direct mail, in-store displays, product packages and on a hand-outs or flyers to marketing a 
company’s offerings (Massis, 2011; Glazer, 2011). The codes can be used to share sale 
promotions, portfolios and also to collect customer contact information (Talbert, 2012). QR 
codes have an increased capacity to store information in comparison to regular barcodes. QR 
codes can store up to 7 000 characters, increasing the functionality of the codes in comparison 
to a traditional barcodes which only can store up to 20 characters (Green & Robertson, 2012). 
QR codes are effective when trying to connect with customers on the go, as the codes can be 
placed on all types of advertisements and then be linked to all kind of online channels, content 
and features. Many companies have reported a big sales boost when applying QR codes 
(Glazer, 2011). 
The use of QR codes can be more or less complex. A less complex functional would be to 
address users scanning the code to a company’s website. A more complex way to use QR 
codes would be to link the codes to videos and interactive options (Glazer, 2011). The QR 
codes are great ways for marketers to make all kind of marketing clickable, interactive and to 
generate leads (Kunur, 2012).  QR codes provide users with an interactive mobile experience 
in the same times as they allow companies to collect data and marketing their products and 
services on smartphones. A scanned code provides companies with an opportunity to track 
customer online behaviours, as research can be made into where, when and what type of 
device that has scanned the code as well as how many times the code have been scanned. A 
scanned code can also reveal where the users went before and after they scanned the QR code. 
This means that QR codes are gateways for companies to build relationships and increase 
customers experience and therefore offers valuable opportunities to create word-of-mouth 
marketing (Talbert, 2012).    
QR codes placed on company website can help companies to reach a higher position on 
search engines. This since placing a QR code (with many characters included in the code) on 
a website allows search engines to detect the changes and updates made on the website and 
then increase the search result in the natural listing. Search engines will record QR codes and 
include them in their search engines, resulting in a positive effect on the company’s search 
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results. This makes creating and placing QR codes an effective method of search engine 
optimization, in terms of increasing a website’s search results and thus discoverability for a 
preferred target group (Jackson, 2011).  
   

E-mail marketing 
E-mail marketing is a tool that could be used to share information about an organisations 
products and services, creating customer relationships and acquiring customers to a website. It 
can also be used for retention purposes and to increase the loyalty of a target group (Simmons, 
2007). 
 

Viral and word-of-mouth marketing 
Viral marketing, also referred to as word-of-mouth and buzz marketing, is the set of online 
techniques which are used to encourage brand users or brand advocates to promote their 
favourite brand to others by spreading “the word” about the brand or products/services. 
Techniques include e-mail and pass-along e-mails, SMS, social networks, “like, tell or send to 
a friend” buttons on websites. Viral marketing tries to trigger personal recommendations. It’s 
about trying to get one customers to affect others and in that way create brand awareness (De 
Pelsmacker et al., 2010; Simmons, 2007). Viral marketing are not a solid online performance 
since it can be amplified through offline media mentions or offline advertising. Viral and 
word-of-mouth marketing techniques are based on the idea of creating and managing 
customer satisfaction, shaping a two-way dialogue and develop a transparent communication 
between the company and its audience (Chaffey et al., 2009).  
 
 

Control 
Control address the question of important value “how do we monitor our performance?”. This 
is a phase that many organisations don’t seem to prioritize. Control address the usage of 
management information including WAs to assess whether strategic and tactical objectives 
have been achieved and how improvements can be made to enhance the organisations results 
(Chaffey et al., 2009). 
 

Online measurement  
Content published in traditional marketing channels such as newspapers and television is 
difficult to measure when it comes to audience impact. Methods available are costly and offer 
often at best estimation (Olge, 2010; Wilson & Pettijohn, 2010). In contrast the use, impact 
and success of online published material are easier to measure because of the availability to 
track activities, analyse them, combine and summarise these results in timeframes in a real-
time approach using WAs. This allows organisations to fast assess their online performance 
and online marketing strategies, and make rapid modifications to improve the usability of the 
online channels (Olge, 2010). 
 

Performance management systems and measurement processes 
Chaffey et al. (2009) claim that to be able to improve results within an organisation, 
performance management is vital. The processes and systems intended to monitor and 
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improve an organisations performance including activities such as Internet marketing are 
generally known as performance managements systems which are further based of 
performance measurement systems. A lot of organisations have created an online presence, 
but have problems and less knowledge about how to evaluate their online performance. There 
is therefore a great need for a structured performance management process within many 
organisations. Organisations in need for a structured performance management process are 
those who have: poor linkage of measures with strategic objectives or even lack objectives; 
don’t collect key data; have data inaccuracy; don’t analyse the data; or don’t take 
counteractive actions (Chaffey et al., 2009). To ensure a co-ordinated and structured 
measurement process Chaffey et al. (2009) advocates a performance measurement process of 
four stages. The first stage include, goal setting. This stage includes defining the aims of the 
measurements system. The strategic Internet marketing objectives are usually used as input to 
the measurement system. The aim of the system is to assess whether goals are achieved or not 
and specify marketing actions to reduce variances between favourable and settled goals, in 
comparison to actual key performance indicators results. Stage two, performance 
measurement, involves gathering data to determine the metrics which are included in the 
measurement process. Stage three, performance diagnosis, involves analysis of results to gain 
knowledge about the reason for variance from objectives and look for marketing solutions to 
reduce variance. Finally stage four, corrective actions, involves identification of a competitive 
position, problem localisation, updating of objectives and taking tactical decisions to reach 
these new and old objectives (Chaffey et al., 2009). 
 

KPIs and metrics 
Performance measurements of the online channels is a critical matter for effective online 
marketing (Plaza, 2010). Both the use of social media, online advertising and general website 
performance can be tracked by use of WAs, specific application analytic tools and analytic 
software’s, involving use of key performance indicators (KPIs) and metrics (Nieger et al., 
2012; Wilson & Pettijohn, 2010). A metric can be defined as any single measured variable (a 
total, a sum) such as total numbers of posts or tweets, whereas a KPI can be defined as unique 
form of a metric essential and central to an organisations assessment and applied marketing 
communication tools. A KPI can both be expressed as a specific measurement, such as a 
ration or average (e.g. the average number of comments to a tweet), or represent a broader 
constructs (e.g. reach or engagement) (Nieger et al., 2012). Examples of metrics that is a sum 
are Visits or Page views (see appendix 3), whereas examples of metrics as a ratio are 
Conversion rate or Task completion rate (Kaushik 2010). 
 
Kaushik (2010) define KPIs as metrics which helps organisations to understand how they are 
doing against their objectives. The last word in this definition, objectives, is critical to an 
organisation and its KPIs, since without defined business objectives, an organisation can’t 
identify its KPIs. It doesn’t matter how many metrics an organisation have, if they lack KPIs 
they will still be poor on information. It’s also important to have at least one target for each 
KPI. A target can be defined as a numerical value pre-determined as indicators success or 
failure (Kaushik 2010).  
 
Common KPIs are; Visitor loyalty (number of visits to the site by the same person in a month) 
& Visitor recency, Number of clicks in banner ads and Task completion rate. 
Visitor Loyalty & Visitor Recency is a KPI that can measure if people visit a site repeatedly 
and also if they do it frequently. This KPI can be to great value for non-ecommerce sites and 
for those site owners that want to measure the impact of their branding, thus this KPI 
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measures the loyalty of site visitors. A KPI measuring loyalty can be valuable in 
understanding the effectiveness of marketing campaigns, since this information helps an 
organization to understand if they are driving behaviours further than just sign ups (e.g. do 
people come back and interact with others on the site) (Kaushik 2010). 
Task Completion Rate is another KPI metric measured by using online surveys, such as in 
session interrupted surveys or through exit survey’s. The survey’s is basically a reply to the 
question "were you able to complete your task" regarded the purpose of the visit. The task 
completion rate is a great KPI since websites in general only have a conversion rate on two 
percentages, resulting in the question “what were the other 98 % doing on the site” and “what 
can you do to attract these users”. Since most visits can be said to be done by people visiting 
the site for a purpose that the site wasn’t created for, will the task completion rate be a great 
way for organisation to find out what their visitors were searching for. As WAs only will 
provide information up on content available on the sites and not what content a user maybe 
wants, this is how an organisation can find out (Kaushik 2010). 
 
When using metrics to measure success, it helps if a baseline is created. The baseline should 
include initial visitor data enabling an organisation to understand their website traffic, but also 
visitors and potential online concerns. Start with using a few metrics when seeking to analyse 
the website’s success. These should be selected directly from the organisations’ mission, 
goals, objectives and key performance indicators (KPIs). Large amounts of data can be 
overwhelming and it’s important to pick out only that data that is useful for actionable 
insights as all other data will just capture valuable time and waste organisations’ resources in 
dealing with too much data. Starting with few metrics will help to build up experience and 
confidence before moving on and adding more dimensions to the analysis (Marek, 2011). 
 
 

Method 

Qualitative in depth case study 
A case study is a study that studies something special in depth delimited by time and space 
(Jacobsen, 2010). This study aims to study strategic Internet marketing (something special) at 
music festivals in Oslo the spring of 2012 (time and space). Thereby, this study is a case 
study. Case study is preferable to use for gaining depth understanding for a specific case, and 
the purpose is not to generalise the result on a bigger population (Jacobsen, 2010).   
 
This study has a qualitative approach, which aims to gain understanding for a persons or 
groups perspective. This is a more flexible approach compared to a quantitative that focuses 
on quantity or frequency (Hartman, 2004). The purpose of this study motivated the approach.  
The purpose is to research how music festivals in Oslo practise strategic Internet marketing 
and how these can improve their marketing in a number of ways throughout strategic Internet 
marketing. It is implicit the researchers’ aim to understand how music festivals in Oslo work 
and think of strategic Internet marketing. The qualitative approach is easier to adapt during 
the researching process (Repstad, 2007). For example, follow-up questions and questions that 
verified the researchers’ conclusions were possible during the interviews. This enabled a clear 
and depth understanding of the case.  
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Interviews 
Qualitative approaches have different kinds of method procedures and this study uses 
interviews.  Interviews are a good choice when the researcher aims to get information about a 
human’s feelings, thoughts, experiences, and opinions (Denscombe, 2009). Pre-formulated 
questions were not used during the interviews. The reason for this was to reduce the 
researcher’s control and steering of the interview. In a qualitative interview should the 
respondents be able to steer the conversation and the sub-aspects. Questions should be asked 
as consequences of the answers and the interviewer should not try to force the respondents 
into answering in accordance to the interviewers own thoughts (Holme & Solvang, 1997).  
 

Participants 
There are many music festivals in Oslo every year. I received an overview by looking at 
Oslo’s official homepage - visitoslo.no. I started with doing some researched of the different 
festivals with checking their homepage and read about them. I wanted to study the festivals 
with a large audience and with an active website. Another delimitation was that it should be a 
festival in central Oslo, with a broad programme (not just rock, jazz etc.). This delimitation 
resulted in four music festivals. They were all contacted by mail, but only two were interested 
in participating in the study. Participating music festivals in the study were Norwegian Wood 
(NW) and Øya festivalen (Ø). 
 
The selection of respondents within each organisation was done in consultation with each 
organisation and by relevance to each organisation working divisions. I wanted to interview 
people working with marketing and Internet within the festival organisation the whole year. 
That was because I presupposed that this kind of person has the knowledge of the process and 
strategies for the organisation. One man in NW covered mine criteria. He was responsible for 
the festivals’ Internet marketing, but also for other companies as a consultant. He was also 
one of the three owners of NW. He was born in Oslo and around 45 years old.  
Three persons were interviewed from Øya festival, the PR Manager, the Marketing/Web 
Manager and one who worked more technical with the web. It was one woman and two men; 
they were all around 30-35 years old.  
 

Material  
To interview the participants an interview guide (see appendix 1) was developed based on 
Chaffey and Smith (2008) SOSTAC planning framework. This framework is commonly used 
and developed in the purpose of providing organisations with a logical sequence to follow for 
ensuring inclusion of key activities when developing and implementing an Internet strategy. 
An interview guide has to be personal and fit the character of the interviewer. An interview 
guide doesn’t have to be structured or made in a logical order. Most important is that it suits 
the interviewer (Trost, 2005). The framework was visual modified in the interview guide with 
added elements (sub-stages) to make the interview more interview-friendly and to fit the 
purpose of the study. One of the stages was changed in the interview guide, forming a circle 
of five stage subjects. These were further divided into elements (sub-stages), to make the 
interview guide more useable and perspicuous.  
 
The stages and the elements were used to guide the interview forming question areas. The 
questions were open and the interviewed was given the possibility to talk about and around 
the different subjects. The advantage with this kind of semi-structured interview guide is that 
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the interviewer can change the question, add questions and pay attention to interesting things 
that comes up during the interview (Denscombe, 2009). Question areas/stages used in the 
interview guide are as in the SOSTAC planning framework broad and overlapping. This 
means that previous question areas /stages in the interview guide was made not discrete but 
rather overlapping, which advocated question areas to be revisited. The questions/area was 
adapted to each interview and there situation. The interview guide does not have to be 
identical during the study process, but it has to be comparable. The interviewer can make 
changes in the interview guide during the whole study process. If it doesn’t fit, there is every 
reason to correct it (Trost, 2005). 
 

Procedure 
Participants were recruited through e-mail and on voluntary basis. Participated festivals were 
then called up and agreements were made considering date and time. Locations for interviews 
were on propose from the participants done at each organisations office and in private 
meeting rooms. The author checked out the studied festivals homepage and other activities 
online before the interviews took place. The reason for this was to get an understanding of the 
festivals situation at the moment. This reduced time during the interview to describe basic 
things, and it made it easier to the author to ask relevant questions. The interviews took off 
with a personal presentation following with a presentation of the study’s purpose and the 
interview guide provided to the participants. The participants were then re-informed about 
their voluntary participation and their free will to answer the questions. The interview guide 
was handed out to the participants to make the interview more interactive and to increase the 
participants understanding of the study and the subjects brought up for dialogue. The 
proposed duration of the interviews was an hour and a half, but both interviews took one hour 
and 45 minutes. Refreshments were offered to the respondents at each interview in order to 
lighten the mood. The mood was good during both interviews. The interviews were relaxed, 
open, and the respondents answered all questions. The recordings were transcribed 
immediately after the interview sessions and notes were carried out during the interviews to 
get the impressions and thought of the interviews.     
 

Analysis  
This study is based on a hermeneutic theory of science, which means it searching 
understanding of peoples and/or groups perspective. The research process is an interactive 
induction, which means it search facts and theories in the field before obtaining new 
knowledge from interviews (Hartman, 2004). Therefore were the questions and interview 
guide based upon previous research. The analysis started already during the interview when 
the informant verified or declaimed the author’s brief of their answers. Immediately after the 
interviews were the audio recording transcribed. Transcription of the interview gives useful 
information to the author and makes it easier to analyse the material (Denscombe, 2009). 
After the transcriptions was the text structured by subjects and then summarized. The 
summarized text was then analysed after the studies purpose, and information irrelevant for 
this study was removed. During the analysis phase were the festivals homepage and other 
online channels used for verifying the information from the interviews.  
 

Ethic consideration 
The Swedish Research Council (2002) has listed ethic requirement for researching by 
information, mutual agreement, confidentiality and use. This study fulfils these demands:  
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Information – Participates shall be given information that it is voluntarily to participate. 
Participates was given this information several times, in the first mail, before the interviewed 
started and during the interview when they were informed that they didn’t have to answer if 
they didn’t want to.  
Mutual agreement - There shall be mutual agreement that it is okay to record the interview. 
Before the interview all participates were asked if was okay to record the interview in order to 
transcribe the interview.  
Confidentiality – Participates shall be given the opportunity to be anonymous, both as 
company and individuals. They were asked if they wanted to be presented anonymous but 
they preferred to be open with their names and company. But since their individual name was 
irrelevant for the study have they been presented as a company.    
Use – The use of the study shall be open and honest. The purpose of the study was told in the 
first mail and again before the interview. They participating companies was also informed 
about each other. 
 
 

Result 

Situation analysis 
Internal resources 

Norwegian Wood (NW) has three people in the management, but only one working 
continuously with Internet marketing. Øya festival (Ø) has twelve people working within 
festival organisation and three of these are connected to the work with Internet marketing. 
None of the festivals have its entirely festival organisation involved in the work with Internet 
marketing. NW has beside its management several small focus groups, called “thinking 
tanks”. These are involved in the planning phase of the festival and during the festival. The 
“thinking tanks” involve people who earlier have been a part of the organisation or worked as 
volunteers. The “thinking tanks” include ten people, being in charge of different areas of 
responsibilities during the festival. 
 

Festivals review of the online marketplace; customers and competitors 
One of the respondents in the (Ø) management described their target audience as people 
between the ages of 20 to 30 with a higher music interest than the average concert audience.  
 

“Our visitors are more interested in music than the average festival audience, and 
many of our visitors are experienced music festival visitors. They know a lot about 
the cultural events organized in Oslo. We have conducted a public survey” (Ø). 

 
NW on another hand described their target audience as a bit older than Ø’s. Their target group 
are people between 25-50. But, the reality according to NW reveals that they are more about 
50 than 25 years old.  
 
NW believed for a long time that they attracted mostly high earners from the finer 
neighbourhoods in Oslo, but market research performed by an external market researcher 
showed that they attract people with a lower income and from the less attractive city areas. It 
appeared from both interviews that each festival had contracted a market research company to 
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research their festival audience, not focusing on the online channel. The research results 
provided both festivals with a lot of information about the festival audience such as gender, 
age, income and city.  
 
Ø also revealed that they every year performs an e-mail survey through e-mails addresses 
which are collected during the festival. These e-mails include questions about people’s 
general opinions of the festival providing the festival with information about the participants 
such as gender, age, income, overall feel and what area they are more or less contented with. 
The surveys are sent out one week after the festival and they are since last year also 
performed on their Facebook and Twitter sites.  
 

“We are very satisfied with the amount of response; we had 1366 people 
responding last year, based on 15 000 festival visitor’s times three days. But I 
don’t know if we have had any use of the public research, we have found out what 
group of people who spends most money. That, men of a certain group consumes 
more money than younger women. Where they come from, how they travel to the 
festival and how much education they have and what things they have been 
interacting with during the festival. That has actually been good for our 
partnerships, to be able to show if people have notice them!" (Ø). 
 

It appeared from the interview with Ø that they are not aware of their online visitor 
conversion rate of the website or on any media channel, thus how many of their online media 
channel visitors who convert into ticket buyers. They also indicated that they aren’t aware of 
how many online visitors they have. “We have just started to use Google analytics and we 
don’t know the tool properly yet. But we will look further into it soon and how we can apply 
it” (Ø).  
 
NW however knew how many visitors they had on all their media channels and how these 
were converted into ticket buyers.  
 

“We uses web analytics such as Google analytics to get information about our 
visitors and we also have an arrangement with the ticket distributer, billettservice 
(Ticketmaster), which includes data on how ticket buyers arrives to the ticket site 
(through which type of media channel) and how many of these who converts in to 
sales” (NW). 

 
NW has through observation and interactions with people on Facebook and Twitter notice that 
there are more women active on the online media channels. More women are clicking on 
response buttons such as “likes” on Facebook. But men remain the biggest audience on the 
festival. NW furthermore claims that people are first visiting the festivals’ Facebook and 
Twitter page before they are checking the website. The motives for visiting the website 
accordingly to NW are to get more in depth information.  
 

“In our audience research, people have been asked how they have collected 
information about the festival. And we have noticed that those who take data 
directly from our website and the media channels that we control increases in 
relation to newspapers and other media” (NW). 
 

Ø however do not know how their online audience are traveling along the own or non-
controlled online media channels among portals and social media sites. They revealed that 
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they only knew the amount of visitors connected to each media channel such as the Facebook 
page and the Twitter page.   
 
Both festivals were asked how they reviewed other festivals online performance and presence.  
 

“We don’t perform any type of direct study on our competitors regarding the 
online channels, but we do look into how they work towards their audience when 
it comes to general offers and marketing actives. We observe basically most our 
own business, without caring too much about competitors or other festivals work” 
(Ø).  

 
NW revealed that they also reviewed other festivals websites and general online channels 
without performing any type of direct study. 
 
Ø co-operates with several Norwegian festivals and one of Sweden biggest festivals, Way Out 
West in Gothenburg. The co-operations are mostly focused on artist bookings and ideas about 
how to organize the offline performance. The co-operations are less published or integrated 
into the online channels, except from some general published information on the website and 
on social media about other festivals dates and happenings.  
 
 

Brand perception  
Two of the respondents in Ø believe that their audience perceives the festival as a music 
festival where music is in the centre of attraction. They believe that the audience perceives Ø 
as a great music experience where you as a visitor can have a new music experience, as a 
result of a great selection of music. The two respondents felt that they were pretty clear about 
their audience perception of the Ø brand, but the third respondent didn’t agree. “I think it 
sounds like we are trying to describe what we would like our audience to think about Ø and 
how we would like them to perceive the brand”. The atmosphere now became a little bit 
awkward. One of the respondents blushed and said: “Well, yes… but I somehow expect that's 
how they perceive Øya”. The respondent thought that they had described how a little part of 
the audience perceived Ø, but that a more significant part of the audience perceived the 
festival and the brand as a big party provider and a festival of joy. 
 
When NW was questioned on how they believe their audience perceives the festival did them 
instead answering that they for a long time had been wrong in their perception about how 
their audience perceived the festival.  
 

“We were for a long time considered as a slightly finer festival, for residents in 
the finer neighbourhoods, such as people living in Lindingö or Östermalm in 
Sweden if you know what I mean. But we are not. Our ticket sale contradicts this 
perception, as we are selling more to other parts in the city and to other kinds of 
people. But when you believe in something for a really long time, it easily 
becomes the only truth” (NW). 
 

I redefined the question as the question really was about how the audience now days perceive 
the festival and NW answered that: “We've become an old man festival. And I think that many 
people maybe see us as a festival for men wearing leather jacket having a pony tail”.  And he 
finished off with a laugh. 
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Objectives 
NW has created specific objectives for their brand page on Facebook, but not for their 
homepage. They said: “We want to sell 20 percentages of the tickets through Facebook and 
we want to increase our Facebook followers with 2 000 people. The goal is 5 500 followers” 
(NW). NW’s general objective is to create a younger appeal.  They would like to get rid of the 
“old man reputation” and want this to turn out both on Facebook, the website and in the 
selection of artists”. Another objective for NW is to re-make their online design. 
 

“Our homepage was one of the roughest once in the Scandinavia and we have 
been focusing on making it better and more easy to use. That have been our goal 
in the last year, but we have a tight budget and our actions and goals heavily 
depends on each year budget” (NW). 
 

It’s important that the homepage is working well for the volunteers as it should work as an 
information base for them. NW claims that the website is becoming more and more like an 
archive where you are seeking for stuff, a place for those who want to know more. “It is on 
twitter where things happen. The website is more about providing info about the artists and so 
... and that’s the reason why we haven’t created any specific objectives for the homepage”. 
Objectives are not written down or recorded for evaluation.   
 
Ø’s Internet marketing objectives are that they want to be informative and able to provide 
answers to online visitor’s questions.  
 

“We haven’t created any official corporate objectives or specific channel 
marketing objectives but we have informal objectives that we would like to be 
service minded and convert prospects and online visitors into ticket buyers” (Ø). 

 
Objectives have been created along the way, and new ones are created all the time. Ø’s 
objectives were not specific or numerical; like a specific number of visitors or followers. The 
objectives were more general, for example that they wanted to be able to answer people 
questions on their online media channels. It was therefore extra important that they could 
deliver an honest communication through their media channels. Another objective was to 
maintain a frequent activity on their online media channels, like Facebook.  

 
“It should be a living website because there is nothing as boring as an actor who 
updates the website once a month or even worse, once a year. We wish that the 
Internet and Facebook is perceived as the festival. We want them to know that we 
can offer something for everyone, both those that are occupied by headlines or for 
those looking for new things” (Ø). 

 
One of the informants from Ø thought that informal objectives would be more efficient than 
specific quantitative objectives, since it would only take time and focus from other more 
important things such as keeping contact with the visitors, when taking time to create specific 
objectives. 
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Strategy 

Usage of the Internet 
The festivals were asked in what way they were using Internet. NW revealed that they were 
using Internet to create a good environment for loyal customers to seek for information about 
the festivals and in that way add value to the existing product.  
 

”We as a brand and festival are very loyal, our suppliers are loyal and our 
customers are very loyal as well. Our customers are not preoccupied with the 
price, they want to have regular info about who is playing and when. We are 
therefore trying to use the online channels to inform and keep our customers 
loyal” (NW). 
 

NW claims that they also have had an unforeseen use of Internet in attracting new customer 
segments as they notice that their performance online including especially Facebook has been 
attracting more women to the festival sight. The online channels are therefore used to wash 
away the reputation of being an old man festival. NW also points out that the online channels 
are good ways to increase purchase in a cost effective way. TV commercial is too expensive 
at most times, and Internet enables a more cost effective way to serve customers with 
information.    
 
Ø described that their purpose and usage of their online channels involves adding value to the 
offline experience by offering innovative and extra material online to create an added value 
for those interested in the festival.  
 

“We generally work towards those who already have knowledge about the 
festival, and we try to create something extra for those people, even if its 
information or innovative multimedia material the goal is to involve them and 
provide them with something that increases their experience and add value to 
them” (Ø).  

 
On the question what the festivals revenue model was to generate income through their online 
channels both festivals answered “primarily ticket sale”.  But they also stated that creating a 
good environment for partners and sponsors was important since advertising and co-branded 
products also generated income and lower costs for the festival, especially in the long run.  
 

Segmentation, targeting and positioning 
It emerged during the interview with Ø that they had made two public inquiries. One of these 
was conducted by an external market research agency and had resulted in a basis for offline 
segmentation, including demographic and lifestyle segmentation variables. But this hasn’t 
been used. “We have information from surveys and market research, which has provided us 
with a segmentation of our audience, but we do not use it actively. I don’t know why, but it 
hasn’t just been used”. Ø is experiencing an uncertainty about the usage of their 
segmentation:  
 

 "I'm not sure if we know the audience well enough and if we can use the existing 
segmentation, to decide upon on how to reach different segments in the best way. 
Such as these people like this kind of stuff and another group of people especially 
like the other types of things" (Ø).  
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Ø wasn’t able to describe the segments developed by the surveys and the market research, 
they had it somewhere, but wasn’t aware of the how the segments were divided or looked 
like. Ø said that they are not trying to target any special audience through their online 
channels, except from targeting those of interest in the festival, and those who have come in 
contact with the festival and visited the actual festival.   
 

“I think we assume a lot when we communicate with our audience and that we 
often assume that the reader knows much about us already. Because, we are 
focusing very little on conveying basic information such as “where to find us” 
and things like that" (Ø). 

 
When the interview moved into how Ø is positioning itself as a festival online, asked one of 
the informants: “do you mean technically or entrepreneurially?”. He wanted to separate the 
technical part from the entrepreneur part. Ø focus on writing artist info-texts and providing 
online readers with self-produced material to position themselves as music lowers and a 
festival with great music engagement. The material should always be self-produced.  
 

“It is important that we appear to be music lovers who runs the festival, and that 
it actually shines through. That we show dedication to our work, that we offer 
good artists... But technologically, I think it's important to show that we are 
innovative” (Ø). 

 
Nor NW has used its offline segmentation provided by the contracted market research agency. 
It all comes down to guts when activities are performed online. Segmentation is not used to 
divide the audience into profitable segments and decide what could work to attract the online 
target audience.  
 
NW wants to position themselves as a customer friendly and service minded music festival.   

 
“We want to offer a good relationship to our online visitors. We should always 
reply on Facebook, twitter, etc. The general rule is that shall give a good answer 
within one day. We should be best on being nice to visitors and explain well. We 
are music freaks, we know how we were ourselves, and that is important to have 
in mind when positioning the festival. We want to be a living organism, not an 
institution” (NW). 

 

Online design 
Ø’s start page is covered with news. It’s important that there is a menu solution on the front 
that shows what other information you can find. As the website needs to feel alive and 
updated, it cannot consist only of static info, Twitter and Facebook integration. Ø posts info 
about other festivals and they think it’s important to speak about other players on the market 
and are in that matter concerned with other festivals and music in general. 
 

“Websites that are dynamic, spring and autumn, websites that have a lasting life 
of people visit more often. As Norwegian Woods site in the winter is more sedate 
and then they are probably not so much visitors since either. That's how music 
pages work... Many festivals only use the website a few weeks before the festival 
and the rest of the year, the website is dead. We try to maintain the organisation 
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on Internet, to keep the festival and organisation alive for the customers, 
prospects and fans. We hope by doing this, show that we exist more than just one 
week each year” (Ø). 
 

NW perceives the start page spot as a pure poster spot which should include the latest festival 
info and info about ticket status. The website is described by NW to be easel, a brochure. You 
should be able to read more about the artists on the website and it should be well organized.  
 

“The website will be an information base. Here you will learn everything about 
the program, prices, age restrictions, etc.. We want interactivity, and it cannot be 
achieved on a website - but it is reached on Twitter and Facebook” (NW). 

 

Tactics 

Media channels and tools - communication techniques 
Social networks: Ø is active on Facebook and Twitter. Facebook is used to publish news, info 
about artists, new songs and music videos. Facebook is also used for the collection of various 
materials that previous visitors of the festival may have accumulated. Facebook is also used in 
attempts to create a buzz around the festival and its offerings, such as creating interest around 
the festival and in an artist. Facebook has according to Ø been successful in providing 
customer interactions with the festival and in creating a buzz around the festival. 
 
Ø use Facebook to interact and to have a dialogue with their audience. There are Facebook 
and Twitter integration on the website to make it visual to people who is planning to visit the 
festival and see other people’s thoughts about the festival. People can make comments on the 
website regarding publications and news, and the person who writes a comment can choose to 
make the comment visual on integrated social media as well. Ø is more active on Facebook in 
comparison to Twitter. The reason for that is the large amount of followers on Facebook. 
Twitter is more commonly used to publish bigger news such as artist releases. The visitors are 
between December and June more interesting in artist releases. Especially foreigners are using 
Twitter more often than the Facebook or any other type of channel in order to ask questions. 
The reason for that is the websites compressed arrangement. 
 
Ø claims that focus should be placed on usability on the existing channels and not the amount 
of market channels or how the market is developing. Future trends are something that the 
festival has to deal with later.  
 

“We deal with trends when they occur. Such as Facebook, it might not be popular 
in three years’ time, but that is something we have to deal with then and not think 
about now. That’s just how the online environment is” (Ø).   

    
Ø has notice a difference in how online visitors are communicating with the festival on its 
webpage and other online channels. Younger people are communicating in a different way 
and best reached through social media, this have according to Ø been clarified through their 
research. Younger people are those who are most active on Facebook, such as taking actions 
to published news. Other groups of people require more stimuli to interact with the online 
channels.     
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Ø states that all questions shall be answered as long as they are not inappropriate, in that case 
they should be removed. Regular thoughts and comments should not be censured. Ø reveals 
that they try to be strategic in what they publish on Facebook vs. the website. All the 
information about the festival is available on the website and the Facebook page is more of a 
strict marketing channel. People looking for information are in that sense referred to the 
website and the Facebook page is mainly focusing on driving traffic to the website.  
 
NW uses Facebook and Twitter to create a dialogue with its visitors. "Facebook and Twitter 
are great when it comes to keeping in touch with old visitors”. The Facebook page has 4 000 
new and current followers and Twitter have 2 000 people that follows the festival. The 
Facebook page has fewer followers than other big festivals, but the page has according to 
responses and clicks such as "likes" the same number of active followers. The number of 
active followers does NW think has to do with their target audience - women, and that women 
would be more active on Facebook than men. NW writes about one tweet a day and they say 
that they only write things that are important. They do not nag or spam. They exemplify by 
saying: 
 

"We don't tweet about things like "David Gueta has collaborated with Sting, look 
it up" or something. Instead, we have notice that when we post a playlist on 
Spotify or Wimp while we at the same time tweets about this, we reach a better 
activity, and this also keeps us from what we thank are related to spam" (NW). 

 
Ø does not use a blog, but there is a blog functionality that is ready to use on the website if the 
festival wishes so. Blogs are described a bit like Twitter, it's about short speeches. "I don’t 
really understand Twitter and blogs, so I do not really understand their purpose". Twitter has 
proved to be efficient when the tweets are short. 
  

"Our booking manager tweeted "YES!" when we knew that we had contracted the 
band “The Black Keys”. This has been the most widely read and commented 
tweet. Such publications must come spontaneously; that is nothing you can design 
or plan in advance" (Ø). 

 
E-mail marketing: Ø sends out opt-in newsletters (e-mails) to its visitors that have agreed on 
receiving these newsletters. A lot of people are interesting in the newsletters according to Ø, 
since there is a percentage of 43 % that is opening the e-mails. This is a percentage that Ø is 
satisfied with. This percentage has required a clean-up in the database to reach an effective 
amount of readers. The e-mail often includes ticket information and info about artist releases. 
Their strategy is to not reveal the exact info in the subject field when receiving the e-mail, but 
instead write what type of content the e-mail consists of.   
 
NW is also using opt-in e-newsletters. But they are facing a decline in opened e-mails and are 
considering stopping using e-newsletters. The e-newsletter provides the festival with 
information about the newsreaders. These insights are collected in a customer database. The 
newsletter contains the same information posted on Facebook. 
 

"The question is how much we are to "nag" at our festival supporters? We 
therefore sent a request to all subscribers in which we asked, if they used to open 
the mail and if they read the mail. Then we found out that it was a very small 
percentage that opened the mail. So we think we should just stop it and see what 
response we get" (NW). 
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Mobile marketing: The festivals were asked if they made use of mobile marketing, but none 
of the festivals did. Both festivals had previously made use of SMS marketing, but since both 
of them had begun to use social media in their marketing, they had both ended up with mobile 
marketing.  
 

"Mobile marketing, and especially SMS marketing feels totally irrelevant now that 
there are Twitter and Facebook" (NW).  
 
"We do not have mobile marketing today. We've never done it. But we have had a 
text message service that was used for artist releases, but that was before we used 
social media to communicate" (Ø). 

 
Search engine marketing (SEM): NW does not use search marketing (SEM), but Ø does. One 
of the respondents in Ø first denied the use of SEM, but another respondent made a quick 
respond to the answer and revealed they were using SEM to search optimize images and the 
website through their web supplier. 
 

"We made an attempt to reach the top of the keywords “festival” and “Norway”. 
And I manage to get there after one week. It's about search optimizing web 
material and being relevant. If you manage to be relevant, then you will get good 
search placement as well. But we haven’t been so consistent in our performances 
and it's still a lot of pictures that have no name" (Ø). 

 
One of the informants would like to advertise on Google and Facebook by including Google's 
pay-per-click / sponsored links. But he also refers simultaneously to the fact that the festival 
already sells out every year and he hesitates if it can be useful for the festival to spend money 
on Google ads. He adds: "but it could certainly generate more traffic to the website and that 
would perhaps be interesting."  
 
Online advertising: The festivals advertise through Facebook, online newspapers and Spotify. 
In addition they are using Wimp, which they also have a close on-line partnership with. Wimp 
makes playlists with the festival's artists before, during and after the festival. Norwegian 
artists are sometimes offered to pick their favourites and these are then published in the 
festival's auspices. Wimp understands that cooperation can be good for them in contrast to 
Spotify. Spotify just offer you to buy ads. 
 

"We have noticed that the playlists have created a buzz around the festival. The 
playlists are very popular and we always try to create a playlist on Wimp as soon 
as we know what the artists are going to play on the festival. This has been a 
great success! We use the playlists because they work" (NW). 

 
With playlists, you can confirm what visitors can expect to hear at the festival. “Wimp loves 
the collaboration and the network users do that as well. The play lists are often played at pre-
parties and people are using them to get familiar with the festival music” (NW).  
 
NW uses interactive ads in connection with contests and promotions. These are published in 
daily newspapers' web sites and on Spotify. NW describes that the purpose of the ads is to 
create interest and sell tickets. The opportunity to advertise in newspapers is however limited 
by a sponsorship agreement with one of the nation's biggest newspapers. 
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Advertising takes place on several portals and on all sponsors' websites. Most sponsors are 
paying for to be seen together with the festival, but NW has also some contra-deals. NW co-
operates with Gramart, which is an association of artists. "They sponsor us and our concept, 
"Underwood" and it is important for our image as it shows that our younger artists actually 
get paid". Contra deals and the sponsors intended to create a positive association between the 
festival and the cooperating companies. The Post offices, Seven11 and Narvesen handle ticket 
sales. 
 
NW does not usually advertise on TV. On those occasions that TV advertising is done, it is 
usually in conjunction with record companies record releases, because then there are often a 
possibility for the festival to buy into the end of TV advertising. TV is otherwise often too 
expensive. 
 
Ø markets itself through both paid and non-paid ads on non-controlled sites. Advertising is 
generally placed on related blogs and other related websites such as newspapers (e.g. Oslo 
Puls and VG’s culture pages).  
 

"We advertise on various websites from year to year, depending on what we feel is 
most relevant each year. It's often connected to partnership agreements or to 
newspapers when there are open seats, because then we get them for free. But we 
can pay for ads on small websites and blogs if they demand payment" (Ø). 

 
The advertising contracts are written to a certain extent without knowing when the ad will be 
published on the Internet newspaper websites. 
 
Banners are used mostly to advertising in online newspapers, but the number of how many 
people that actually clicks on advertisements is unknown. But partners have revealed that Ø is 
in the forefront of the number of click-through to what is normal on their site. The banners 
have a combination of the company name and info. And if there are several banners on the 
same side will there often be a logo and ticket info in the box and a standard banner at the top. 
The regular smaller banners have the best click rates compared to the big ones in the top. 
Banners are also used when online competitions are occurring, such as marketing an 
advergame (an online game). The advergames have been a success but there have also been a 
lot of problems with people trying to cheat. Ø have now made it harder to cheat by adding 
more questions and only make it possible to play once on the same IP address.  
 
Marketing is done to some extent on both the Wimp and Spotify. Ø claims that the purpose of 
the marketing on these two music services is built around the fact that both parties benefits 
from being associated with one another.  No payment is made between the parties. Ø links to 
Wimp's website and they produces playlists for the festival in return. 
 
There is no schedule or no planning for when various marketing activities take place. How 
much advertising and marketing, produced besides social media content, depends on artist 
releases and the amount of tickets sold during the year. Most of the advertising takes place in 
connection with the ticket release. Marketing activities focused on ticket sales. 
 
Online PR: Abroad PR agencies are used when marketing in foreign countries media. PR 
agencies in Germany, USA and UK advertise in music magazines, both in print and on the 
Internet. The goal is to get the innovators in different countries to visit the Øya festival. The 
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British PR firm also handles Ø's English Facebook page but without progress. The Facebook 
page has not been updated. The cost of the UK PR agency has at least not cost that much 
money. The Norwegian Facebook page is administered by the festival management itself, 
pointing out that it is important to take care of the Norwegian Facebook page properly, 
because it is important that communication on Facebook is honest, accurate and updated. This 
is difficult to achieve unless they take care of it themselves (Ø).  
 
Offline PR: Ø helps Norwegian artists to get gigs abroad. They have partnerships with other 
festival and concert organizers in London, Berlin and New York. These partnerships aim to 
provide smaller Norwegian band with the opportunity to get the chance to play abroad and to 
attract foreign visitors to come to Oslo and attend Øya after seen Norwegian artist that they 
fall in love with. These activities are not reported on their own online channels. Another 
offline partnership is that Ø works closely with the local nightlife. This has contributed to 
increase word-of-mouth.  
 

"We focus on music throughout the year. It is natural for the night club owners 
and the entertainment people to know what we do. If you visit local venues in 
Oslo, lots of people who know what we're doing. We engage with many, it helps to 
achieve a great atmosphere" Ø. 

 
The festival has also launched a concept called Øya Open. This means that Ø performs on 
other festivals and in other locations in Oslo throughout the whole year before the Øya 
festival starts. This aims to extend the festival and to make Ø more than a one week long 
festival. 
 
 

Control 
Both festivals were pretty unanimous on how best to monitor and evaluate their online 
marketing. 
 

"You know when the festival is finished what has gone well and what didn't work. 
In the end, the best model will always be the personal feeling" (NW). 
 
"We are dealing with marketing every day and we always have expectations about 
how the outcome will be. And besides, you always evaluate your own work at all 
times and you will very well remember when it did not go as planned" (Ø). 

 
When asked if NW monitor and evaluate their marketing on the Internet and the tasks made 
on the Internet-based media channels in in conjunction to their goals did the festival first 
reveal that they have statistic on everything and that everything is evaluated. But this proved 
to be most applicable on hands-on activities. "We evaluate how much beer we have sold, how 
much food we have sold etc.". When the question was asked again did NW explain that they 
measure the traffic on the various social media sites such as Facebook and Twitter, and how 
their customers have made it to the ticket distributor through partners, newspapers and its own 
channels. NW also revealed that there are no settled online goals, which are evaluated, and 
that the information is mostly made available through WAs if they think it could be useful. 
 
Ø declares that they have an analytical electronic service to evaluate how their visitors on the 
web have made it to their online marketing channels. When asked how they monitor and 
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evaluate their performance on the online channels does the festival declare that they are 
waiting for a new system and before that is ready, they can’t say anything.  
 

"We do have a feeling that the activity is high on our channels, it feels like that. 
And this may well sound very vague, but we do sell out every year and have done 
so since year 2002. This has meant that we do not have to set goals such as 30 
000 followers on Facebook and then evaluate and verify. I find it hard to see what 
it would give us when we already have a limited festival area" (Ø). 

 
Ø says that there are plans to enlarge the festival area, but before it has been implemented, 
they don’t think there are any reasons to verify or evaluate their performance on the Internet 
when it is still going great for the festival. 
 
Ø regularly evaluate the online ticket campaigns. The evaluation consists of comparing the 
expectations against the actual results. It is the management’s instinct that determined if the 
campaigns have been successful or not. The evaluation takes place after completed campaign 
period. 
 
 

Discussion 
 
The design of the discussion is structured along the four research questions. 
 
What are the shortcomings concerning strategic Internet marketing for the music festivals? 
 
The definition and the meaning of strategic Internet marketing have been discussed in several 
scientific articles and literature (Babbis et al., 2008; Brooksbank et al., 2011; Brooksbank & 
Taylor, 2007; Chaffey et al., 2009; Hooley et al., 2008; Pugh & Jay Bourgeois III, 2011; Trim 
& Lee, 2008). These definitions have to some extent various focus, but they are nevertheless 
the same. To clarify what I mean by strategic Internet marketing I have created my own 
definition based on the articles and literature mentioned above: 
 
“Strategic Internet marketing is a structured marketing approach involving online and offline 
techniques and communications to create a superior customer value and a sustainable 
competitive advantage for organisations; by use of a strategic situation analysis, creation of 
channel-specific objectives and a structured evaluation process to measure and improve 
organisations situation and results in relation to established objectives”.  
 
The biggest shortcomings concerning strategic Internet marketing for studied music festivals 
according to this study are the following three topics; insufficient customer analysis, lack of 
channel-specific objectives and lack of a strategic evaluation.  
 
Insufficient customer analysis 
Studied music festivals have hired market researchers to conduct research on the festivals 
offline target audience. This has resulted in data concerning the festivals offline visitors, but 
not necessarily its online visitors. Since strategic Internet marketing is an adaptable concept 
which could be moderated and applied in several different ways, do music festivals need to 
adapt to a broader method application and a more online visitor focused customer analysis. 
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This since, today’s analysis do not focus on the correct channels and visitors’ characteristics, 
but mostly on offline visitors characteristics (Trim & Lee, 2008; Brooksbank et al., 2011).  
Today’s marketing, just like the music festivals marketing goals, focus on creating a customer 
superior value (Hooley, 2008). Therefore, a neglecting of the online visitors characteristics 
will decrease the sufficiency in the festivals customer analysis and thereby their chances to 
achieve the requirements and favourable characteristics of a customer analysis based on a 
strategic Internet marketing approach.  
 
The festivals have furthermore made use of e-mail surveys questioning primarily the offline 
festival experience, and observed its social network sites to reveal information about their 
visitors. Results have been studied separately and methods have not been combined. Strategic 
internet marketing supports a mix and combination of research methods, to help festivals 
compensate for each applied methods’ weaknesses and limitations, but also to achieve a 
higher valid data analysis (Brown-Welty & Greenlaw, 2009; Davis et al., 2011; Kaushik, 
2010; Marek, 2011). A festival that uses different methods separately without interplay will 
therefore face difficulties to provide the organisation with customer insights. Research data 
thus have to be combined by use of different methods to reach a sufficient customer analysis. 
This means that studies of single variables separately each year will not be able to lay ground 
for further analysis or actions such as segmentation (Brown-Welty & Greenlaw, 2009; Davis 
et al., 2011; Kaushik, 2010; Marek, 2010). 
 
The festivals customer analysis has on this basis clear shortcomings. Their research does not 
target their online visitors. They have applied its old offline market research on its online 
channels which offers them as best an estimation of their online visitors’ characteristics. An 
available tool for customer research such as WAs is barely used today, nor as a separate tool 
or in combination. An enhanced use of online research has proved to be more successful, 
which means that the festivals also have to make use of their WAs to achieve an efficient 
online customer analysis (Brooksbank & Taylor, 2007).  
 
 
Lack of channel-specific objectives  
Studied music festivals have clear shortcomings when it comes to setting marketing 
objectives for their online channels, since they use informal goals as a base for marketing 
actions, measurements and evaluation instead of setting channel-specific objectives. There is 
one exception regarding NW, who sets objectives for its Facebook page, but that's all. Goals 
aren’t transferred into numerical objectives or documented for evaluation. Music festivals 
need clear quantitative objectives to help them measure and evaluate its performance, but also 
to create a link between its online marketing goals and the applied marketing techniques 
(Chaffey et al., 2009; Trim & Lee, 2008). Channel-specific objectives help to examinant if 
marketing strategies and tools are successful by forming a base for measurements. They also 
help festivals to create a consistency and alignment between its online marketing and its 
business and marketing goals. Lack of clear defined channel-specific objectives could lead to 
a bad connection between a festivals overall goals and purpose of using the Internet to market 
the festivals (Chaffey et al., 2009). Music festivals who don’t define clear objectives as base 
for measurements exposes themselves to the risk of creating a weak retention performance 
since marketing efforts could be performed in less preferred and profitable areas concerning 
the festivals target audience (Reichheld & Schefter, 2000). 
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This study’s definition and perception of strategic internet marketing focus heavily on the 
objectives. Shortcomings in setting objectives are therefore a major defect when it comes to 
achieving strategic Internet marketing. 
 
 
Lack of a strategic evaluation 
Music festivals in this study primarily evaluate their online marketing based on their gut 
feelings and instincts. They lack a structured process and knowledge in how to measure and 
evaluate its marketing by use of a structured evaluation process and marketing control 
systems such as WAs. NW and Ø typified their attitudes towards marketing evaluation by 
saying: 
 

"You know when the festival is finished what has gone well and what didn't work. 
In the end, the best model will always be the gut feeling" (NW). 
 
“… you always evaluate your own work at all times and you will very well 
remember when it did not go as planned" (Ø). 

 
A lot of organisations, along with music festivals, have created an online presence, but still 
have problems and minor knowledge in how to evaluate their online performance. There is 
thus a great need for a structured performance management process within many 
organisations. Organisations in need for a performance management process are those 
organisations who have; poor linkage of measures with strategic objectives or even lack 
objectives; don’t collect key data or have data inaccuracy; don’t analyse the data and those 
who don’t take counteractive actions (Chaffey et al., 2009). The studied music festivals fulfil 
almost all of these elements, supporting the fact that the festivals need a strategic evaluation 
process and thus have shortcomings in strategic evaluation.   
 
Bourgeois and Pugh (2001) stress the importance of a structured marketing evaluation since it 
will help music festivals to make the best of their current situation, but also to make optimal 
responses to fast changes in the music business. Plaza (2010) furthermore claims that 
performance measurements and evaluation of the online channels is a critical matter for 
effective online marketing. A result of not performing a structured evaluation, could be 
continued use of tools that aren’t consistent with the characteristics of online visitors but 
consistent with the organisations own gut feelings and instinct. 
 
 
These are the three biggest shortcomings according to this study’s findings. These show that 
there are clear shortcomings in how the music festivals practise strategic Internet marketing in 
accordance of this study's definition of strategic Internet marketing. In addition to these 
shortcomings, there are more areas of improvement for music festivals. The next question is a 
discussion of how festivals can improve the remaining areas of improvement and the above 
shortcomings. 
 
 

How can the music festivals improve their marketing throughout strategic Internet marketing? 
 
This study has found many potential ways for music festivals to improve its marketing by use 
of strategic Internet marketing. This is discussed and presented in eighteen suggestions for 
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improvements in the following text. The proposed improvements are based on the interviews 
and theory on the field of Internet marketing. 
 
18 suggestions for marketing improvements 
 

1. Use web analytics to perform online customer research 
Festivals should use WAs to perform customer research on their online visitors, instead of 
applying offline customer research on its online channels. Both festivals in this study have a 
clear defined target audience in mind. These target groups are defined primarily on offline 
research and online observations, but not by use of its WAs.  
Festivals like all organisations present in an online environment need to adapt to proper tools 
and processes when performing online research on its customers and market. That is why 
festivals have to begin using their WAs. WAs are tools available for the festivals to use in 
online customer research by which data of their online visitors are gathered into statistics. 
They could be applied by the festivals to collect valuable customer insights such as who the 
visitors are, where they come from and how they use the festivals media channels (Marek, 
2011; Nakatani & Chuang, 2011; Plaza, 2011). Festivals should therefore apply WAs to 
manage their situation analysis and gain knowledge about their online visitors. This will help 
them to approach the online visitors with a greater online focus, based on correct 
characteristics consistent with their channels and consumer usage.   
Use of WAs will also help the festivals to design actions significant to their visitors and foster 
behaviours favourable and helpful for the festivals to make competitive decisions and achieve 
its goals (Nakatani & Chuang, 2011; Plaza, 2010). 
 
 

2. Use analytics to perform customer segmentation 
Employ an online segmentation technique that could segment your online visitors, instead of 
applying your offline segments on your online channels! Analytic software’s offers 
segmentation features that can help the festivals to segment its visitors in accordance to their 
clicks (Farney, 2010; Marek, 2011). Both festivals have conducted offline segmentation 
which they do not rely on, and that’s not strange at all, especially since they use it as a base 
for the online channels as well. As the interview with NW stated do they believe more in their 
gut feeling than in their customer research. Since both festivals have collected data stored in 
their WAs tools available for analysis, are there opportunities for them to combine these 
metrics, also called dimensions (involving customer attributes) into segments. WAs offer 
segmentation features that breaks down collected user data into specific data sets representing 
more defined user groups by use of dimensions (Kaushik 2010; Marek, 2011). WAs simply 
use these dimensions as data-buckets whereby the festivals can use them to group its collected 
data and thus segment its visitors. Missing out on these opportunities to relatively easy 
segment visitors into micro-segments based on various sources can be seen as a waste of time 
and resources. Especially, since they already have the data available for segmentation stored 
in their WAs. As WAs offer festivals ways to create micro-segments and thus segment online 
visitors into relevant groups, will the use of WAs help festivals to better understand their 
website visitors and also create opportunities for actionable insights and improved marketing 
(Chaffey et al., 2009; Farney, 2010; Kaushik 2010; Marek, 2011). 
 
 

3. Online benchmarking 
Online benchmarking could be based on more than just observations, there are possibilities to 
perform it just by using one of the features within your WAs! Both festivals were asked how 
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they reviewed other festivals online performance and presence. They answered that they 
didn’t performed any type of direct study on competitors’ online channels, except from 
reviewing websites and general competitors’ online channels. Ø typified this by saying: “We 
observe basically most our own business, without caring too much about competitors or other 
festivals work” (Ø).  
This study however recommends music festivals to take competitor research and 
benchmarking to a higher level by easy usage of WAs benchmarking features. As both 
participated festivals in this moment already use WAs requires this proposal no major 
organizational change or increased knowledge. Use of benchmarking features within WAs 
provide festivals with opportunities to perform benchmarking and thereby expand knowledge 
about competitors performance and their own performance within the market or in 
comparison to other markets and companies in interest for the festivals (Marek, 2011). 
Benchmarking features within WAs is an opt-in/opt-out feature which means that companies 
can choose if they want to join the feature or not, and thereby share its data collected by the 
WA tools or not (Marek, 2011). This means that festivals could sign up for benchmarking 
only when they want to perform its research, and also sign out when it’s not relevant for the 
festivals to use the feature, leaving them with no data available for competitors. Use of WAs 
benchmarking features enables metrics to be put into a wider perspective and for companies 
to compare each other’s online performance (Marek, 2011). Marek (2011) recommends 
competitors to produce a benchmarking report once a quarter or once a year for valuable 
comparison data. This seems not to demanding and will provide festivals with an alternative 
way to perform benchmarking by use of the already collected and stored data. 
 
 

4. Combine research methods 
Festivals should combine their research methods to be able to put different methods research 
data into a greater context and to gain as many actionable insights. Studied festivals use 
different methods to perform customer research, but they do not combine these research 
results. For instance, Ø performs customer e-mail surveys including questions about people’s 
general opinions providing the festival with information about the participants such as gender, 
age, income, overall feeling etc. They perceive these surveys to be very successful in terms of 
responses, but they are still very uncertain about the value of the outcomes since they perceive 
the results as single measurements and settle without any further analysis. This study 
recommends a combination of different methods to be able to put different methods research 
data into a greater context and to gain as many actionable insights about online visitors as 
possible – “one method doesn’t reveal it all!”.  For instance, a single type of survey, either an 
online or offline can serve to provide an organisation with plenty and sufficient data in some 
situations (Brown-Welty & Greenlaw, 2009). And WAs provides an organisation with raw 
data. It tells “what’s happening on the site” (Marek, 2011). But, use of only one survey 
method and to understand “why” and “how” things are happening by use of WA tools are 
festivals forced to combine methods, such as WAs with surveys and focus groups. A 
combination of WAs data and answers to questions asked will help to put the data into a 
context, in the same time as surveys will fulfil its essential part of a marketer’s evaluations 
toolkit (Brown-Welty & Greenlaw, 2009; Galitzine, 2008; Marek, 2011; Lin et al., 2004). 
Studied festivals seem to study its research results as single measurements, which risks the 
use of the measurements to be useless or at least difficult to analyse. Data such as from WAs 
should therefore always be combined with other types of data (Marek, 2011).  
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5. Set channel-specific objectives 
Music festivals should set clear objectives for its online channels to reassure a strategic 
approach towards marketing actions, measurement and achievement of its business and 
marketing objectives (Chaffey et al., 2009; Reichheld & Schefter, 2000). This study has 
revealed that the studied music festivals don’t set specific objectives for their online channels, 
with only one exception in the case of NW and their Facebook page. The festivals use 
informal objectives which aren’t quantified as a fundament for its marketing actions and 
evaluation. However, this study recommends too set channel-specific objectives.  
Festivals could for instance create a channel-specific objective such as: “Increase visitor 
duration on the website by 20 percentages within this year”. The objectives have to be 
individually defined, but an objective such as this will help the festivals to measure its 
marketing activities and to create marketing activities to reach the festivals' online objectives 
and further business and marketing objectives and goals (Chaffey et al., 2009). Channel-
specific objectives help festivals to create KPIs and to evaluate its online performance 
(Chaffey et al., 2009; Marek, 2011; Kaushik, 2010). Another valuable insight before setting 
specific-channel objectives is what the benefits of the Internet are, and how these could help 
the festival to achieve its marketing goals. Festivals should therefore try to consider what 
types of special benefits the Internet has to offer. For instance, the Internet offers great ways 
for festivals to serve its online visitors with added value such as providing them with 
exclusive artist material. When the festival have considered the benefits of the Internet and 
then decided on how to deliver it such as through offerings of added value, will it also be 
easier for festivals to set clear objectives to measure progress and results (Chaffey et al, 
2009). This means that a benefit consideration and a consideration on how to deliver benefits 
through Internet will help festivals to easier set specific-channel objectives, and furthermore 
create a strategic approach towards achieving festivals marketing objectives. 
 
 

6. Develop and communicate a differential online value proposition (OVP) 
Make clear what your visitors will get from your site! Why should visitors stay on your site 
and get more familiar with the festival and in the end by tickets? This has to be clear for 
visitors when they enter the festivals online channels (e.g. the website, the Facebook page or 
the Twitter page, but especially the website). 
For instance: 
NW; make clear that you offer playlist’s through Wimp which visitors can use and listen to in 
ways to get more familiar with the artist before and after they either buy or bought tickets to 
your amazing festival. 
Ø; design your front page as you want to be perceived. Clarify that you are a music festival 
where music is in the centre of attraction! That you offer online channels where visitors can 
have a new music experience through your self-produced artist content. The content and 
functionalities are great, but try to communicate these offers (that certainly will fulfil many 
visitors’ needs) by use of instinct messages telling what visitor will gain from staying on the 
e.g. the website.  
 
Emphasize your key offers and positioning by clearly state for your visitors what they will 
find on online channels that provides them with added value, what is uniquely offered only at 
your online channels and different from other festivals online channel offerings (Anderson et 
al., 2006; Chesbrough & Rosenbloom, 2002; Chaffey et al., 2009; Lindič & Marques da Siva, 
2011). Then communicate this message through all of your channels, both the offline and the 
online to create a clear, consistent and memorable message that you are the “best” festival 
(Johnson & Weinstein, 2004). 
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Advantages with having one or several OVPs are many and can be stated as favourable for the 
overall festival organisation. An OVP provides festivals and its staff with a focus in its 
marketing efforts and help them reach a clear understanding of the use and purposes of the 
online channels (Chaffey et al., 2009). OVPs based on customers’ needs, e.g. informational or 
emotional needs, instead of random beliefs of customer benefits will help the festivals to 
create customer-centric online channels to fulfil their visitors’ needs (Anderson et al., 2006; 
Chaffey et al., 2009). An OVP based on offering online self-produced artist material, as Ø 
have employed, can create a base for online content credibility. If visitors find festivals info to 
be credible and attracting could this result in favourable PR and word-of-mouth 
recommendations of the festivals online channels. A clear OVP can also provide festivals 
with a fundament for better strategic planning decisions and creating Internet marketing 
strategies, which in NWs case could help them to position themselves as a festival for middle 
age people instead of a festival for old men (Chaffey et al., 2009).  
 
These suggestions for improvement do not state that there are no hints of an OVP today just 
that it's important to be aware of how to use it and what benefits it can bring. 
 
 

7. Use well-target ads to primarily achieve purchase 
Use well-targeted online ads to create brand awareness, but primarily to achieve purchase 
when tickets aren’t sold out or when partners don’t have any ads spaces left for free. Online 
ads serve to achieve brand awareness, familiarity, favourability and purchase intent (Chaffey 
et al., 2009). Keep targeting your ads to related blogs and online newspapers such as Oslo 
Puls and VG’s culture site. These sites match your target audience motives and your festivals 
product better then untargeted media channels. Online ads are most effective when they are 
well-targeted (De Pelsmacker et al., 2010). These sites will help your online ads to be viewed 
by an audience which motives are in line with your message and your ads, and therefore help 
your ads to perform higher click-through, awareness and purchase intent. Companies who 
manage to targeting its online ads well and placing ads on relevant sites score higher on click-
through rates (CTR). Those visiting a special site with a product or service of interest are 
more likely to respond to a banner ad and achieve a click-through (Briggs and Hollis, 1997; 
Chatterjee et al., 2003). The effectiveness of an ad and whether a visitor will click-through 
depends on visitors web user motives. The primary factor deciding whether a visitor will click 
on an ad are based on the nature of the audience and their interest in the product category 
(Briggs & Hollis, 1997). Raman and Leckenby (1998) argue that ads that fit in with the users’ 
web motives are more effective to create click-through.  
 
 

8. Nurture partnerships to gain ad spots, but request scheduling for ads 
Keep focusing on building strong relationships with online partners to gain well-target ad 
spots for free, but also to be able to negotiate demands for time-bound advertisements. The 
interviews revealed that ads on partners’ sites have been found to give good results regarding 
number of click-troughs, which gives a hint of further investments. But try to get the partners 
to state when your ads are going to be published, as advertising contracts are today written to 
a certain extent without knowing when the ad will be published. Knowing when ads are going 
to be published will help festivals to publish the right type of ad in right time in relation to 
content and purpose. Broussard (2000) claims that it’s important to consider before planning 
and execute advertisement if an ad aims to trigger a direct response or build a brand. His 
findings are that direct response orientated ads such as ticket sales ads require a lower level of 
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advertising frequency in comparison to brand building ads, resulting in greater need for 
increased ad frequency when scheduling brand building ads. There's no schedule or no 
planning for when various marketing activities take place. But knowing when ads are going to 
be published will help festivals to schedule and publish ads in right moment in accordance to 
its aim. 
 
 

9. Use big skyscrapers instead of banners 
Employ ads that involve a bigger size and include a festival message and information about 
the festival, and thus skip banners including logos and promotional triggers. Robinson et al. 
(2007) claims that the design elements of an effective banner include: a larger size, long 
message, lack of promotional stimuli and the presence of information about the advertising 
company. Also Baltas (2003) and De Pelsmacker et al. (2010) claims that bigger ads are more 
effective when it comes to create attention and trigger click-through responses. Banners 
including stimuli such as gift, rebate, “free” offers or price have no effect on CTR. “Price 
banners” actually reduces the effect of CTR (Chandon et al., 2003). The interview with Ø 
revealed that they have a banner combination of company name and info. When several 
banners are used there will often be a company logo, ticket info banner and standard banner at 
the top. This means that festivals use online ads in a manner likely to be unprofitable and not 
suitable for its purpose. Banner characteristics suggested to be ineffective are stereotypical 
action phrases and the company brand/logo (Robinson et al., 2007). Instead of banners, use 
skyscrapers to advertise. Skyscrapers have a better performance than banners. They 
accommodate more interactivity and are more effective in creating brand awareness and 
message association. They have also a better stopping power and are more valuable in 
comparison to regular banners (De Pelsmacker et al., 2010). The message association 
effectiveness is a valuable characteristic of skyscrapers that festivals strongly should consider.   
Even if regular banners have been argued to have bad performance, there are reasons for 
festivals to employ online advertisements such as Skyscrapers. This, since even if visitors try 
to avoid ads, they still perceive ads in their peripheral vision (Dreze & Hussherr, 2003; 
Janiszewski, 1998). 
 
 

10. Use playlist on Wimp to create word-of-mouth and loyal visitors 
Continue to use playlist on music services such as Wimp to marketing your festival! Playlists 
add value to your offerings and helps to create added value for your online visitors both 
before and after the festival.  
 

“The playlists are often played at pre-parties and people are using them to get 
familiar with the festival music… We have noticed that the playlists have created 
a buzz around the festival. The playlists are very popular and we always try to 
create a playlist on Wimp as soon as we know what the artists are going to play 
on the festival. This has been a great success!” (NW). 

 
NW uses artists to create playlists by letting them pick their favourites and then publish these 
in the festival's auspices. This is a differentiated online value proposition which will provide 
visitors interested in the festivals artist with added value and help to create credibility to the 
festivals content (Chaffey et al., 2009).   
Online playlist are according to this study a perfect buzz marketing tool to use for 
encouraging visitors to speak about the festival. Buzz marketing serves to encourages brand 
users or brand advocates to promote their favourite brand to others by spreading “the word” 
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about the brand or its products and services. Buzz marketing can help music festivals to 
trigger personal recommendations about their offers and to get customers to affect one another 
when it comes to ticket sale (De Pelsmacker et al., 2010; Simmons, 2007). 
It’s important that festivals employ new available online techniques such as online playlist to 
reach and convert visitors into loyal visitors. Reichheld and Schefter (2000) states that 
festivals need to harness the potential of the Web to acquire the right types of new visitors, 
and to be able to create value for the right type of customers and thereby create opportunities 
to gain loyalty of the most profitable customers. If not, festivals will only reach the most price 
sensitive visitors on its site and at the festival, which don’t fit with the festivals target 
audience. NW typified their work towards creating loyal visitors by saying: 
  

”We as a brand and festival are very loyal, our suppliers are loyal and our 
customers are very loyal as well. Our customers are not preoccupied with the 
price… We are therefore trying to use the online channels to informing and 
keeping our customers loyal” (NW). 

 
   

11. Consider use of QR codes – they offer advantages you probably wasn’t aware of 
Festivals should considering use of QR codes. Interviewed festivals in this study aren’t to 
found of mobile marketing today, but QR codes offers a lot of opportunities and actual 
benefits for festivals that has to be evaluated before being excluded. QR codes can for 
instance be integrate into all types of marketing, providing festivals with opportunities to 
come in contact with new target groups and an broader audience that else maybe wouldn’t 
consider visiting the festivals regular marketing channels. QR codes can be placed in all type 
of online and offline ads and helps to integrate festivals online and offline marketing channels 
(Massis, 2011; Glazer, 2011). QR codes can help for festivals to transform it offline 
marketing to an online experience of their brand and their offerings. QR codes are great ways 
to make all kind of marketing clickable and interactive (Kunur, 2012). 
QR codes can also help festivals to reach their target audience since the use of QR codes can 
result in a higher position in search engines natural listings (Jackson, 2011). QR codes are 
therefore to be considered as great tools for search engine optimization. Measures of website 
traffic have proved that higher ranked websites in search engines receives more visitors. 
Research has also shown that search engines are a preferred information source when it comes 
to considering products or services (Chaffey et al., 2009). 
Another valuable opportunity brought by OR codes are that they could be used for customer 
research. QR codes can help festivals to collect valuable customer insight since QR codes 
accommodate opportunities to track customer online behaviours through their use of their 
mobile when scanning ads (Talbert, 2012).  
Since the use of QR codes provides festivals with opportunities to generate new traffic to their 
websites will this also result in opportunities to adjust an audience perception of the brand. 
QR codes are therefore a perfect tool for NW to consider as they would like to change 
people’s thoughts of the festival being an “old man” event.  
 
 

12. Use RSS feeds – it will create opportunities for increased PR and WOM 
Add RSS feeds to your websites. RSS feeds will help the festival to get more free publicity 
since it’s a perfect tool to use for providing journalists with information. RSS feeds can be 
used to create news alerts to journalists and third parties by offering them a subscription for 
online news feeds. Many journalists rely on blogs and feeds for finding material (Chaffey et 
al., 2009). RSS feeds could also work as a tool to get the festivals brand users or advocates 
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even more informed about the festivals daily news, resulting in opportunities for increased 
word-of-mouth (De Pelsmacker et al., 2010; Simmons, 2007). 
Adding RSS feeds to your website will help you target only those of interest in the festival 
and provide them with an extra service. Having visitors signing up for RSS feeds will, in fact 
mean that they themselves can decide when they want to participate in the festival's news, but 
also be informed about it at an early stage (Simmons, 2007).  
 
 

13. Let tweets be short and few – “YES!” 
Use short tweets containing a combination of info and actionable content such as a link or a 
play list to increase visitor’s interaction on Twitter. This suggestion is primarily based on the 
interviewed festivals experiences of using Twitter. Ø for instance have experienced short 
tweets to be best and whereas NW have experienced tweets to be best when they are few, so 
that they are not perceived as spam, but also when they are linked to play lists through Wimp.  
 

"Our booking manager tweeted "YES!" when we knew that we had contracted the 
band The Black Keys. This has been the most widely read and commented tweet” 
(Ø). 

 
These experiences can be valuable to be reminded of and have in mind when publishing 
tweets, since tweets when they are short helps to create a more direct communication with 
customers (Chien-Lung et al., 2010).   
NW stated that they didn’t want to SPAM their audience with any type of marketing tool. 
Micro blogs such as Twitter are therefore an excellent tool for festivals to apply, as it’s 
voluntarily and don’t forces any types of messages on people that aren’t interested in the 
information, resulting in a foundation to build relationship up on (Chien-Lung et al., 2010).   
Even if Twitter isn’t a new tool for the interviewed festival or maybe other festivals, there are 
still lessons from this study to take into account for participated festivals and others who take 
part of this study, such as what have been successful so far and how to start to use Twitter in a 
beneficial way. 
 
 

14. Use search engine marketing to ensure higher ad impact 
Applying a search engine marketing (SEM) technique such as sponsored links or placements 
in the natural result search field could help festivals to generate more traffic to its site. 
Sponsored links could for instance help festivals to target potential customers which maybe 
aren’t familiar with the festival or just don’t know how to find a suitable festival by typing an 
URL. But in the same time have a desire of visiting a festival in Oslo and therefore need info 
about available festivals in town. SEM consists of techniques which are vital for a company’s 
availability to generate visitors to their websites and it has the benefits of being a highly 
targeted technique to targeting customers searching for particular products or services 
(Chaffey et al., 2009). The festivals were afraid of being perceived as “SPAM”-advertisers if 
they provided customers with too much advertising. Sponsored links would therefore be a 
good option for festivals to get in touch with potential customers who wish to receive 
information from the festivals entirely voluntarily. Sponsored links utilizes the benefits of 
Internet by being a pull technique that offers potential customer to seek contact with the 
advertised company (De Pelsmacker et al., 2010). Use of sponsored links would also help 
festivals to focus its low advertising budgets on customers seeking contact on their own, 
resulting in less waste and potential better marketing performance. Sponsored links ensure 
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higher impact and lower waste for advertisers seeking to target a specific target group (De 
Pelsmacker et al., 2010). 
 
 

15. Manage your own social networking 
Festivals, you have to manage your own social network sites, or you just want gain the 
advantages they provide successful users! The interview with Ø revealed that they are letting 
an external agency handling the English Facebook page, with poor updated material and 
communication as a consequence. Non-Norwegian speaking people have as a result of this 
been forced to use Twitter to communicate with the festival. Festivals can’t just have a social 
network page and think that they will be successful, because success requires not only 
presence as it’s also about being prepared to carry out the work such as publishing fresh 
festival content and allocate resources to be responsive (Morgan & Wasilewski, 2011). 
Benefits for festivals to have control over their own Facebook page and manage it, by the 
opportunities it offers, can result in enhanced festival reputation, increased brand recognition 
and created stronger customer relationships (Morgan & Wasilewski, 2011). Better 
management of the English Facebook page will hopefully increase Ø’s profitability in their 
investments of trying to marketing the festival abroad (as well as offering a Facebook page 
with the same service as the Norwegian), as these people will have an opportunity to 
communicate better with the festival and have a good online experience before they decide to 
travel to Oslo. Other advantages from managing the Facebook page are that festivals can 
evaluate current trends in their market such as artist of interest and what the potential festival 
visitor’s opinions are about the festival (Chaffey et al., 2009; Simmons, 2007). Assessments 
can be done by either explicit requests or by observing what is discussed on the community 
(Chaffey et al., 2009). This will for instance help Ø to perform research on what types of 
events they should attend outside Norway and how they could achieve better international 
marketing campaigns based on customer insights drawn from discussion from their social 
networks sites.  
 
 

16. Empowerment and utilization = better marketing 
Festivals should empower its human resources and utilize its employees' experience to create 
better online marketing. For instance, NW has several small groups working within the 
organisation called “thinking tanks”. These could be empowered to help the festival to 
improve its online design and to create a younger approach that attracts a younger audience. 
To find out what is the key to success in navigation and design, Simmons (2007) advises 
organisations to utilise the experience and knowledge of staff within the organisation to 
address the needs and demands of target customers by either asking them or analyse the site 
traffic.    
The importance of empowerment within the workforce could be applied to the work with 
customer research as well. Festivals should first of all learn how to use its WA tools. But 
second of all try to create a holistic understanding of the use of the tools, which will make it 
easier for everyone within the organisation to employ the research technique and to help make 
use of the tool. Empowerment of the work force will help people to participate in the work 
with WA, which will decrease the risks of occasional work with WAs as less people are 
restricted to the work with collecting and analysing the data, which could form a lot of work 
for small organisations such as music festivals (Olge, 2010). Those companies who are 
successful in market research are often those who make use of its staff from across all the 
functional areas of the business (Brooksbank & Taylor, 2007).  
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Festivals in this study wanted their online channel to reflect their offline. “We wish that the 
Internet and Facebook is perceived as the festival” (Ø). In order to reflect the festival online, 
it is important that all employees participate in the communication with the festival's 
supporters. Do not limit the process to a few people, but to encourage participation and 
spontaneity. Organisations should not perceive social networking as another functional area, 
but rather as a widespread and effective tool when as many individuals in the company as 
possible are empowered and active. Social networking are just like customer interactions, they 
cuts across disciplines, making it important to include as many as possible in the social 
network interactions to create the personality of the company’s online and social network 
presence (Morgan & Wasilewski, 2011). 
 
 

17. Use WA and state clear KPIs to measure how your festival is doing – without having 
to rely on gut feeling 

Festivals in this study have all applied WAs. Or, they have it installed but they don’t use it 
more then to measure visitor traffic. This study therefore recommends festivals to start use 
WAs to a greater extent to help them measure and evaluate its marketing, and to gain input 
into how they could improve their marketing and its online channels, without having to rely 
on gut feelings or individuals instincts. Use of WAs allow organisations to fast assess their 
online performance, make appropriate decisions about their online channels, and to rapidly 
make modifications to improve the online design, content and communication (Marek, 2011; 
Olge, 2010). Festivals should use WA to customize their data collection as all data collected 
by the festivals WAs aren’t in interest for the festival when measuring marketing 
performance. Large amounts of data can be overwhelming and it’s important to pick out only 
that data that is useful for actionable insights as all other data will just capture valuable time 
and waste organisations’ resources in dealing with too much data (Marek, 2011). Festivals 
should start with applying only a few WA metrics to help them analyse the website’s success. 
Each metrics chosen by the festivals should be selected directly from the festivals’ goals, 
objectives and key performance indicators (KPIs) (Marek, 2011). It’s therefore important that 
festivals don’t just pick metrics and base their evaluation on regular metrics provided by their 
WA, but instead create unique key performance indicators (KPIs), essential to the festival 
performance. It doesn’t matter how many metrics a company has, if they lack KPIs they will 
still be poor on information (Kaushik 2010). When KPIs are created, it’s also important that 
festivals sets target for each chosen KPIs so that they know when their KPIs reach success or 
not. Have at least one target for each KPI. A target can be defined as a numerical value pre-
determined as indicators success or failure. Benefits with using KPIs are several. KPIs could 
for example help festivals to measure loyalty, its ads performance or how well its online 
channels are meeting their visitor’s purpose of their visit to the festivals websites (Kaushik 
2010). 
 
To summarise it. Festivals, set clear defined objectives, create KPIs essential to your 
assessment and then choose metrics specific to measure your KPIs. This measurement process 
will help you perform online measurements which aren’t relying on gut instincts, but offer a 
fundament to for better decision and online marketing improvements. 
 
 

18. Employ a structured evaluation process 
This study suggests music festivals to employ a structured evaluation process to help them 
measure and evaluate their online performance. This will provide the festivals with a strategic 
approach towards improving its marketing. As mentioned earlier, music festivals have 
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shortcomings in its strategic Internet marketing as they don't set channel-specific objectives or 
measure and evaluate its online marketing.  
 
Music festivals should structure the process through Chaffey´s et al. (2009) four stages:  
 
Goal setting. Music festivals should start with defining its objectives for its measurements 
system, (such as WAs) to be able to assess whether marketing goals have been achieved or 
not when marketing actions finally should be evaluated. Festivals should use its channel-
specific objectives as input to its measurement systems goals. This stage will help the festival 
to specify necessary marketing actions to reduce potential variances between the festivals 
favourable and established goals, such as low or high website retention.  
 
Performance measurement. Music festivals should then start to collect visitor data by use its 
measurement systems to determine if metrics in the measurement system have been reached 
and what effect the marketing actions have had.  
 
Performance diagnosis. In this stage shall the festivals analyses the research methods results 
to gain knowledge about reasons for variance in objectives and try to find marketing solutions 
to reduce the variance. This stage will be more successful if the festivals have embraced more 
than just one method to perform research.  
 
For instance, use of WAs together with other methods such as online surveys and feedback 
requests, will put the festivals WAs data into a greater context, improving the chances for 
festivals to gain better actionable insights (Marek, 2011). Studied music festivals have studied 
their metrics separately, but festivals should combine its metrics and methods, in combination 
with a greater extent in human involvement to improve the festivals analysis and make the 
right decisions about changes and improvements (Olge, 2010; Peterson, 2009). 
 
Corrective actions. This is where the music festivals begin to update its online channels 
content, design and communication techniques. This is simply the implementation stage for 
the festivals research required updates, which have been discovered and now have to be 
implemented. This stage furthermore implicates an update of the music festivals metrics and 
objectives, which will lay the groundwork for future measurements and evaluations.  
 
This suggestion of improvement is highly manageable and nor difficult for festivals to 
implement, since it’s mostly a matter of how to structure the work and make more out of 
existing resources. It doesn’t point out which metrics to use or which measurement systems to 
use, since these decisions are more individual decisions for each music festival to make. 
 
 
What are the most effective types of Internet marketing for the music festivals? 
 
Techniques and tools, presented and disused below are based on a comparison of successful 
use of various Internet marketing techniques applied by interviewed music festivals and 
theory in the field of Internet marketing.  
  

Web 2.0 techniques – communities and micro blogs 
Web 2.0 techniques such as communities and micro blogs provides music festivals with 
benefits and opportunities so important that they could be stated to be two of the most 
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effective types of Internet marketing to music festivals in Oslo. The following text describes 
the reason why. 
 
Communities and micro blogs have proved too be the preferred techniques for the festivals to 
encourage online visitors and fans to promote the brand online. De Pelsmacker et al. (2010) 
and Simmons (2007) states that organisations could use social networks, pass-along e-mails or 
SMS marketing to create a buzz around the festivals. Likewise Chaffey et al. (2009) support 
the beneficial use of communities and micro blogs to generate word-of-mouth. He claims that 
these two methods are two of the most effective types to managing a company’s reputation, 
forming visitor’s opinions and driving visitor traffic to the website. This perspective is 
furthermore supported by Morgan and Wasilewski (2011) who claims that communities and 
micro blogs can enhance the festival visitors brand recognition and help festival to create 
stronger visitor relationships. Since both e-mails and SMS have proved to be not quite as 
successful as communities and micro blogs to spread the word about the festivals does this 
study identify communities and micro blogs techniques as the most effective techniques for 
festivals to trigger word-of-mouth.  
 
Studied music festivals have experienced successful use of communities and micro blogs to 
enhance visitor interactions and create a two-way dialogue with its visitors. They claim that 
both techniques are effective when it comes to keep in touch and communicate with visitors. 
Chaffey et al. (2009) argues that communities and micro blogs have revolutionised the 
interaction between organisations and customers, and that these two techniques are effective 
when it comes to generate passive customers into active “teammates”. Also Simmons (2007) 
supports the use of communities and micro blogs to achieve enhance visitor interactions and 
customer relationships. These techniques could therefore be concluded as effective marketing 
techniques for studied festivals.  
 
Communities and micro blogs have in this study been reported as the most effective types of 
techniques when it comes to publish news and content. This perspective is supported by 
Dearstyne (2005) and Stanyer (2006) who refers to communities and micro blogs as effective 
when it comes to sharing information and providing festivals with unmanaged space for 
attitude expressions, in conjunction with a trustworthy appeal. Chien-Lung et al. (2010) 
furthermore refers to micro blogs as effective when it comes to creating less annoying 
marketing communication, since all receivers of the post are voluntarily signing up for the 
post. As both trust and non-spam like marketing has been reported in this study to be 
keywords for music festivals should communities and micro blogs be perceived as the 
preferred techniques for effective and trustworthy communication of news and content.  
 
Previous research by Reichheld and Schefter (2000) shows that music festivals target 
audience, the loyal visitors, prefers entering websites through referrals such as communities 
and micro blogs. The studied festivals have also reported communities and micro blogs as 
valuable techniques to generate website traffic. Reichheld and Schefter (2000) study in 
conjunction with the festivals perspectives indicates an importance and effectiveness of Web 
2.0 techniques to generate traffic to festivals website. 
 
The festivals have reported a use of communities to perform customer research by observing 
discussions. Dearstyne (2005), Chaffey et al. (2009) and Simmons (2007) supports the fact 
that music festivals use communities to perform customer research by claiming that 
communities could be an effective technique to use for assessments of current trends and 
collecting customer insights such as behaviours and opinions. Even if customer research 
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should include more than just observations is it doubtless that Web 2.0 techniques such as 
communities are effective in supporting the overall customer research. 
 
 

Company websites 
The website is one of the most important and effective Internet marketing tools for music 
festivals. This statement could sound boring and simple, but this study has revealed the 
importance of having an effective website to generate and serve loyal customers. Simmons 
(2007) refers to the website as a promotional tool that serves to communicate organisations 
online value propositions. The website is according to Simmons (2007) thus the number one 
channel for music festivals to serve and provide its target audience with added value such as 
extra festival info and updated artist material. But, also to differentiate the festival and 
creating a superior position in the market of music festivals.  
 
The websites are described by the festivals to be an easel, a brochure for visitors to find more 
information. The website thus helps the festivals to achieve its marketing goals of being 
informative and service minded. Websites can be developed according to different objectives. 
They could for example help to leverage the festival brand online and building relationships 
with its target audience, by providing extra info and services (Chaffey et al., 2009). Websites 
should therefore be perceived as an effective tool to achieve brand awareness and brand 
knowledge, but also as an effective tool to deliver valuable content for both prospects and 
loyal festival visitors. NW stated the effectiveness of websites by saying: “… we have noticed 
that those who take data directly from our website and the media channels that we control 
increases in relation to newspapers and other types of media” (NW). 
 
Websites can also be perceived as an effective tool to help festival prospects make favourable 
purchase decisions in favour for the festivals. This since they through delivery of information 
helps to simplify visitors search process and purchase decision by providing info such as 
artist, date and location (Simmons, 2007).  
 
Websites isn’t just an effective tool to build the festival brand or visitor relationships, as it’s 
also an easily evaluated marketing environment offering music festivals a fundament for 
continually enhancing and improving its overall marketing (Brooksbank & Taylor, 2007; 
Reicheld & Schefter, 2000). The fact that websites lay ground for online research makes 
websites to an effective type of Internet marketing. 
 
Although other types of Internet marketing tools such as SEM or Web 2.0 techniques could be 
considered more effective than websites so it's ultimately about how good a music festival 
website is. Take for example SEM, it’s an important tool for generating traffic to the website, 
likewise Facebook. These are very effective in generating traffic, but not as good at creating 
trust. The website is a place for experiences and re-experiences, it is a tool for creating 
repeated business with loyal visitors (Ibeh et al., 2005). It is on the website that festivals can 
create loyal festival visitors and create a profitable future music festival (Reichheld & 
Schefter, 2000). That is why websites should be considered as one of the most effective types 
of Internet marketing tools for music festivals. 
 
 

Online partnership techniques - Co-branding and contra-deals 
Studied music festivals have several effective co-branding and contra-deals arrangements 
with organisations such as Way out West, Wimp, Gramart and Oslo Puls. These marketing 
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techniques are very cost effective for festivals since they both/either bring an income to the 
festival and/or help the festival to marketing its brand or offerings for free. But primarily, 
these arrangements help festivals to receive favourable associations with preferred co-partners 
(Chaffey et al., 2009; De Pelsmacker et al., 2010). For instance, all above mentioned 
arrangements provide the festivals with an increased positive music association, which help 
the festivals to positively strengthen the brand online. Co-branding and contra-deals are 
therefore effective techniques to reinforce the festival brand and engage in cost effective 
marketing (Chaffey et al., 2009; De Pelsmacker et al., 2010). 
 
Contra-deals such as Wimp have also revealed to enhance the effectiveness of micro blogs. 
NW typified the increased effectiveness by saying: "… we have notice that when we post a 
playlist on Spotify or Wimp while we at the same time tweets about this, we reach a better 
activity …". The fact that co-branding and contra-deals helps to enhance other types of 
Internet marketing media channels and tools increases the value of engaging in online 
partnerships even more.  
 
Chaffey et al. (2009) refers to contra-deals as closely related to sponsorship when it comes to 
having a trustworthy appeal and providing festivals with credibility in its marketing. This 
makes the use of contra-deals even more important and effective, than the thought of festivals 
moving into being a sponsor, as contra-deals still would help festivals to gain a positive 
sponsorship effect without having to pay for it.  
The way contra-deals both increase the festivals marketing channels and tools efficiency, and 
also have advantages similar to those of sponsorship agreements, makes contra-deals to an 
effective marketing technique for music festivals overall marketing.  
This type of marketing requires long-term contacts and networking, which means that it might 
be difficult for start-up music festivals to get into such deals. But, since both studied music 
festivals have a large market share and good contacts in the festival market, can this type of 
marketing be stated as efficient to those who are well-established. 
 
 
What types of marketing particularities exists with the music festivals and how can these be 
solved by use of strategic Internet marketing? 
 
There are two distinct characteristics when it comes to the studied music festivals and their 
marketing use. These include the importance of a “whole year round activity” and customer 
loyalty. Both festivals in this study where asked what the purpose of their Internet marketing 
was. They addressed customer loyalty and added customer value. They want to create a good 
environment for loyal customers and they want to add value to its existing and offline 
experience by offering extra and innovative material online.  
Ø typified it by saying:  

“We generally work towards those who already have knowledge about the 
festival, and we try to create something extra for those people, even if its 
information or innovative multimedia material the goal is to involve them and 
provide them with something that increases their experience and add value to 
them” (Ø).  

 
As Ø and NW only have a few days of “real life” existence, is their marketing focused on 
keeping its visitors active and loyal. Applied marketing in order to maintain an activity and 
visitors loyal have been the use of their website, Facebook, Twitter, e-marketing and co-
branding activities. Most of these techniques have been described as effective for festivals 
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Internet marketing, but these can also be described as effective in terms of solving music 
festivals marketing particularities. This since they have proved to be effective in creating 
loyalty and interaction with the festival visitors. Nevertheless, there are more alternatives for 
festivals to solve its marketing peculiarities and special needs of activity and loyalty. Ø have 
for instance created an extra side event trying to solve the need of an all year around 
marketing and to maintain a feeling of festival existence. Another way for festivals to achieve 
an extended festival experience, a living character and loyalty might be by offering previous 
visitors an online video streaming feature of the last year event. Video streaming is a 
technology which offers online users an availability to watch online videos including, both 
audio and video, on their personal computers and mobile devices. It allows online user to 
either stream videos in real time, subsequently or to download it onto a selected device (Little, 
2011). An offer to previous visitors including video streaming of the last year festival could 
be one way to keep festival visitors loyal as this would work as a reward and a reminder of 
how great the last year experience was. Lewis and Shoemaker (1999) advocate a customer 
loyalty strategy that involves providing online visitors with an added value to keep them 
loyal. They mean that festivals should provide their old customers with additional rewards as 
long as they maintain their relationship with the brand in order to keep them loyal. Simmons 
(2007) furthermore claims that to be successful online is it important that festivals provide its 
customer with an online experience. He claims that it’s important to offer other things than 
just information. Reichheld and Schefter (2000) argues that companies have to gain the 
customers trust before they could gain their loyalty. He refers to the difficulties for online 
companies to achieve trust because of the limitation to feel and experience the company’s 
products online before purchase. Video streaming could be the solution to both of these 
studies arguments since video streaming would offer visitors both an online experience and a 
taste of what the festival has to offer the next year. 
 
This study advocates the idea of festivals applying a strategic approach towards Internet 
marketing to achieve greater success in its overall marketing. An application of video 
streaming is in line with this study's description of a strategic Internet marketing since it can 
provide the festival visitors with a superior customer value, in the same time as it can provide 
the festivals with a sustainable competitive advantage toward its competitor offerings.  
 
 

Conclusions 
The purpose of this study was to research how music festivals in Oslo practise strategic 
Internet marketing and how these can improve their marketing in a number of ways 
throughout strategic Internet marketing. 
 
This study have concluded that the studied music festivals use market research agencies, e-
mail surveys, observation, and to some extent WAs to research their customers and their 
market. Internet marketing is primarily based on gut instincts as marketing activities are based 
mainly on non-structured observations, experience and perceived performance, and thus an 
exclusion of results from other research methods. 
Music festivals have a lot of informal goals and objectives for their Internet channels, but 
lacks in the same time formal objectives. Marketing trends are not studied, as they rather go 
with the flow. They focus on marketing themselves through a variety of Web 2.0 techniques 
and focus is placed on informing and activate visitor’s to create additional value and thus 
loyalty. Another common marketing technique involves co-branding including online ads and 
Web 2.0 content. Internet marketing is subsequently evaluated based on gut feelings. 
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There are several shortcomings in how music festivals practise strategic Internet marketing. 
The biggest shortcomings are an insufficiency in customer analysis, a lack of defined channel-
specific objectives and a lack of strategic marketing evaluation. The festivals have an 
insufficiency in customer analysis since their research aren’t focused or targeting the visitors 
on their online channels as they instead apply its old offline market research on their online 
channels which offers festivals as best an estimation on of the online visitors characteristics. 
There are also shortcomings when it comes to setting measurable and clear objectives for the 
online channel marketing. A lack of channel-specific objectives cause difficulties in designing 
marketing actions to achieve the desired marketing effect, but also difficulties in monitoring 
and measuring performance, and creating an Internet marketing that is consistent and aligns 
with overall objectives. Another strategic shortcoming involves lack of strategic evaluation. 
The festivals in this study evaluate their online marketing based on primarily its gut feelings 
and instincts. This might result in a continuously use of tools that aren’t consistent with the 
characteristics of online visitors but consistent with the organisations own gut feelings and 
instinct. 
 
The shortcomings in customer research, goal setting and evaluation can be improved by use of 
online measurement systems and application of a strategic approach towards setting 
objectives and evaluation. Insufficiency towards customer research should be confronted by a 
combined application of online measurement systems and additional online research methods. 
The online measurements systems will help festivals to manage their online customer research 
and help them to reveal customer insights based on the correct characteristics consistent with 
the online visitors, the channel and the consumer usage. A combination of research methods 
will help festivals to put online research data into a greater context, resulting in actionable 
insights and improvements of the online marketing. Negative implications of relying on 
informal goals for marketing actions, measurements and evaluation should be confronted with 
establishment of channel-specific objectives. These will help festivals to improve its 
marketing actions and measurements, but also achieve its business and marketing objectives. 
To reassure a strategic process towards marketing evaluation and prevent possible use of tools 
that might not be consistent with online visitor’s characteristics should festivals apply a 
structured evaluation process. This shall involve goal setting, performance measurement, 
performance diagnosis and taking corrective actions to improve the marketing based on 
measurements and a structured process. This will prevent assessments based on guts feelings 
or instincts since this threatens to jeopardize the performance and chances for the festivals to 
continuously improve its marketing. 
 
There are two distinct characteristics when it comes to the studied music festivals and their 
marketing use. These include the importance of a “whole year round activity” and visitor 
loyalty. The music festivals have only a few days of “real life” existence, which results in 
marketing efforts towards keeping visitors active and loyal. Applied marketing in order to 
maintain an activity and visitor loyalty include the use of Web 2.0 techniques, the website, e-
marketing and co-branding activities. A conclusion is that Web 2.0 techniques, the website 
and co-branding activities are the most effective types of Internet marketing techniques for 
music festivals in Oslo. These types of marketing together with an enhanced use of Web 2.0 
techniques such as video streaming will help the festivals solve its marketing peculiarities and 
special needs of activity and loyalty. 
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Potential source error  
Since this study is qualitative has the researchers’ analysis big impact on the result. It is the 
researcher that moderates the questions and the direction of the study. The conclusions the 
researcher has done might not be the same if someone else performs the same study again. 
The result is based on two festivals and it is an indicator for the market, but there might be 
festivals, which haven’t participated in this study who have experiences that differs significant 
from this sample. Critical viewing shall therefore be considered before generalising it on 
another festival. 
 
Errors can have occurred since the researcher and the informants haven’t got the same 
nationality and not the same native language. There is a risk that the informants 
misunderstood some questions because of the language of the researcher (Swedish).  There is 
also a risk that the researcher misunderstood their answers, but most likely have this error 
been avoided through more questions and clarifying. 
 

Future studies 
This study examines music festivals' perspective on how they practise strategic Internet 
marketing to promote themselves against their visitors. The interviews revealed that the music 
festival's view of the visitors’ perception of the festivals might vary slightly from how the 
visitors actually perceive the festivals. A hypothesis is therefore, what festivals believe are 
effective or perceived as a desirable value might differ from how visitors' perceive it, which 
could have an effect on the festivals performance. Therefore, it would be interesting to 
perform future studies on how festival visitors perceive music festivals marketing to reveal 
further improvements regarding branding and use of Internet marketing techniques. 
 
It would also be interesting to conduct a deeper study in single special areas of strategic 
Internet marketing, to get a deeper understanding and in same time to be able to provide these 
types of organizations with more suggestions on how to practise strategic Internet marketing. 
Especially in areas of which this study has reported involving shortcomings in strategic 
Internet marketing. 
 
A final suggestion of futures studies would be to study a broader sample and a larger region, 
in order to generalize the results and to gain an increased knowledge about commonalities in 
marketing efficiency and marketing particularities.  
 

Method discussion  
Hartman (2004) stress the impact of the researchers’ prior knowledge, which means the 
knowledge the researcher already possess and “unawarely” uses during the analysis process. 
This includes concepts, personal experiences, language and beliefs – things that the researcher 
can’t disengages from. The researchers’ prior knowledge affects the result in the study, 
because the result is a combination between the researchers’ prior knowledge and the prior 
knowledge of the informants. The researcher of this study has strong theoretical knowledge in 
Strategic Internet Marketing and in other fields of marketing. The researcher has also practical 
experience from music festivals/ music concert, since the researcher has worked at several in 
Sweden.   
The researcher is aware that his prior knowledge has affected the study and his conclusions. 
But in the same time this could have a positive aspect since it might provide the researcher 
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with a deeper understanding of the situation and the studied music festivals. The researchers’ 
prior knowledge has most likely exposed higher quality of the questions and attendant 
questions. The meeting between the researcher and informants is a social relation, and 
because of the researchers’ prior knowledge was it possible to focus on the interesting things 
instead of basic market knowledge.  
 
Disadvantages can be language limitations and specific national/area knowledge boundaries.  
The researcher has lived in Oslo totally for two years and understands Norwegian well and 
also the Norwegian culture. But the researcher isn’t Norwegian and there are things the 
researcher doesn’t understand, both in the language and in the culture. This can in the same 
time be a good thing for the study since the researcher don’t have the typical preconception of 
the festivals and the situation. Some of the information from the interview was easy for the 
researcher to verify by looking at the festivals homepage, Facebook page etc. The festivals 
online channels were used during the whole study. It gave the researcher a better 
understanding and it verified the result.  
 
One of the interviews was a group interview. A disadvantage with group interviews is that 
less confident people might not say the thing they think and they are not getting as much 
space in the interview as the confident ones. This disadvantage can resists through 
interviewing an already consisting team (Denscombe, 2009). The group interview in this 
study consisted of a people who knew each other and worked together. They were open and 
all were getting space during the interview. The researcher thinks it was an advantage to 
interview them together since it created a discussion and more perspectives on the questions. 
When someone said something could another disagreed and together they presented a holistic 
picture. The other interview was just with one informant, but this informant could answer all 
the questions and hold a position with a holistic view of the festivals online marketing. The 
fact that the researcher brought refreshments to the interview, together with having the 
interview at the informant’s office might have contributed to the open ambience. The 
researcher did not think about the studied subject as a sensitive area and the type of interview 
was therefore not that important. The most important thing was to get interviews, and by 
being open to the festivals recourses and demands was it easier to make an interview happen. 
Two music festivals participated in this study. This was lower than the researchers’ 
expectation and desired number of participants. It is therefore problematic to generalise the 
result on a bigger population.   
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Appendix 

Appendix 1 - Interview guide 
 
Presentation of myself: 

• My last semester on the Optional Programme in Business Administration and 
Economics at Halmstad University. 

• Studied and worked with marketing and events. 
 
The purpose of the study: 

The purpose is to research how music festivals practise strategic Internet marketing 
and how music festivals can improve their marketing in a number of ways throughout 
Internet marketing. 

 
Inform the respondents: 

- Voluntary participation and to answer questions. 
- The interview is recorded and then transcribed (written down). 

 
Figure 1 – Interview guide (Chaffey & Smith, 2008). 
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Figure 2 – Interview stage allocation (Chaffey & Smith, 2008). 
 

 
 
Additional concluding questions to respondents:   
Is it true that you think…? Am I right when I’m saying that…? 
Is there something that you think that I should address, or is there something that you want to 
add? 
 
Thank you very much! 
Everyone that attended the study will get a copy of it in June. 
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Appendix 2 - Web analytics; classification, methods and considerations 
 
Web analytics can be classified into either Web log file data analysis or Page tagging. The 
classification regards to how data is collected (Nakatani & Chuang, 2011; Marek, 2011; 
Wilson, 2010). 
Web log file data analysis, is a method which collects and store user information by having 
the server collect information and create data logs. Web log files capture user information 
such as page name, IP addresses, browser used by the user and date and time (Nakatani & 
Chuang, 2011; Marek, 2011; Wilson, 2010). Relying on web log files to collect user data for 
user analysis is to be recommended for those organisations that control their own web hosting 
service and an server that is connected to all possible involved departments, since use of web 
log files require a closer collaboration when it comes to reaching the data and to be able to use 
the data captured in the log files. Log files are also primarily used to capture technical data 
and can be useful to analysis an organisations technology resources, but they are not the best 
method for capturing and analyse online visitors behaviours (Nakatani & Chuang, 2011; 
Marek, 2011; Wilson, 2010).    
Page tagging, is a methods which collects data with use of invisible JavaScript codes 
embedded in the web pages. When a user visits a Page tagged site, the codes starts to collects 
information about the user and the visit, and submits the data to a web data collection center 
or to a company’s own database (if its in-house). The data are then analysed to obtain and 
made possible for a variety of analytics (Nakatani & Chuang, 2011; Marek, 2011; Wilson, 
2010). Page tagging plants cookies into the visitor’s computer, which provides benefits of 
being able to track repeated visitors. But, this also means that page tagging method relies on 
the user’s willingness to use cookies in their web browser, or else these wouldn’t be able to 
track as repeated visitors (Nakatani & Chuang, 2011).  
 
Web analytics can furthermore be classified into if they are Free-, Commercial- or Open 
source- service/tools. Google analytics (GA) is a free web analytic service/tool that has gain 
extreme popularity on the market. It’s free, easy to use, offers organisation rich customization 
options, support and includes build in report mechanisms. It’s also no implementation costs. 
GA is a service/tool suitable especially for small- and medium-sized organisations and it uses 
page tagging to gather user data (Marek, 2011; Nakatani & Chuang, 2011; Wilson & 
Pettijohn, 2010). GA like other web analytic services/tools tells how visitors have come to the 
site and how these are interacting with it. This enables organisations to compare user 
behaviours referred from search engines, referring sites and e-mails and direct sites, and 
therefore provide insights about how to improve sites content and design (Plaza, 2011). 
Although GA might not have all features and functionality of other more expensive tools, it 
most likely serves the purpose and needs of most small- and medium-sized organisations 
(Wilson & Pettijohn, 2010). 
 
The consideration regarding which web analytics to employ should include cost, level of 
sophistication for data gathering and analysis, the offered reporting options and the overall 
accessibility (Nakatani & Chuang, 2011; Marek, 2011). Further considerations can also 
involve advanced options such as segmentation of users, depth of individual metrics to be 
analysed and the level of host service (Marek, 2011). 
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Appendix 3 - Examples of common metrics 
 
- Page views 
Number of times an individual website page is visited. Look for trends over time, seasonal 
points and dips. Tells which pages that are visited the most and thus the most popular, as well 
as rarely viewed pages. These numbers can be used for internal as well as for external 
comparison, including the own pages as well as competitors (Marek, 2011; Wilson, 2010). 
- Time on page/site 
This metric can be valuable to study in conjunction with the purpose of the webpage. This 
means that the purpose and the content on the page in each case decide if this numbers are to 
be high or low and what is best for the company (Marek, 2011).  
- Unique visits and returning visits 
The unique visit metric indicates a websites numbers of visits unique to the site, whereas 
returning visits indicates the number of users that return to the page after dropping of, but 
have made at least one visit on the page in the past. Return visits are measured by cookies 
which mean that to receive this metrics the users need to agree on using cookies, or else these 
users will be shown as unique visitors. To be able to collect actionable insights according to 
the unique visits metric, as many other metrics, it has to be partnered with other types of 
metrics (Marek, 2011; Wilson, 2010). 
- Bounce rate 
This metric counts visitors that left the site after only visiting one page. A high number is 
often undesirable, but doesn’t have to be. Once again this depends on which page it refers to 
and the purpose of the site and the page (Marek, 2011; Wilson, 2010).  
- Visitors information 
Metrics can offer an organisation a lot of insights about their users, such as geographic 
location, browser used, operating system and which paths they take on the site. This means 
that the more an organisation knows about its users, the more they can adapt to their users 
need. Such as knowing which device that is used can be to great value if an organisation is 
thinking of modifying its webpage for better mobile use (Marek, 2011; Wilson, 2010). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


